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ABSTRACT

Light, at the length-scale on the order of its wavelength, does not simply behave as “light ray”, but instead diffracts, scatters, and interferes with itself, as governed by Maxwell’s equations. A profound understanding of the underlying physics has inspired the emergence of a new frontier of materials and devices in the past few decades. This thesis explores the concepts and approaches for manipulating light at the wavelength-scale in a variety of topics, including anti-reflective coatings, on-chip silicon photonics, optical microcavities and nanolasers, microwave particle accelerators, and optical nonlinearities.

In Chapter 1, an optimal tapered profile that maximizes light transmission between two media with different refractive indices is derived from analytical theory and numerical modeling. A broadband wide-angle anti-reflective coating at the air/silicon interface is designed for the application of photovoltaics.

In Chapter 2, a reverse design method for realizing arbitrary on-chip optical filters is demonstrated using an analytical solution derived from Chapter 1. Example designs are experimentally verified on a CMOS-compatible silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform. Among this device’s many potential applications, the use for ultrafast on-chip pulse shaping is highlighted and numerically demonstrated.

In Chapter 3, the concept of tapering is applied to the design of photonic crystal cavities. As a result, the scattering losses of cavities are suppressed, and light can be localized in a wavelength-scale volume for a long life-time.
In Chapter 4, photonic crystal cavity-based nanolasers with low power consumption are demonstrated with two different prototypes: photonic crystal nanobeams and photonic crystal disks. The use of graphene is also explored in this chapter for the purpose of electrically-driven nanoscale light-emitting devices.

In Chapter 5, photonic crystal cavities at millimeter wavelength for particle acceleration applications are developed.

In Chapter 6, a novel design of dual-polarized mode photonic crystal cavities, and its potential for difference-frequency generations are examined.
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Optimal taper for impedance matching

1.1 Introduction to impedance matching

When a wave travels from one medium into another, a portion of the power is reflected because of impedance mismatch. This is a familiar concept in disciplines as diverse as electromagnetism, acoustics, and seismology. Minimizing the reflectance caused by impedance mismatch is therefore an extremely important issue in many fields: anti-reflective coatings are used on lenses (ranging from eyeglasses to telescopes); impedance matching in electrical transmission lines maximizes the power transfer between the source and the load \[1\]; microwave anti-reflective components are used in concealing military targets from radar detection as well as in construction of anechoic chambers for antenna measurements \[2\]; in acoustics, horns and megaphones amplify the sound coupling of human voice or
musical instruments to open space.

The impedance-matching components in general can be realized with the aid of interference. The quarter-wave coating on optical lenses offers a classic example: a single-layer coating with a thickness of one-quarter wavelength of light minimizes reflection of that particular wavelength (\(\lambda\)) by canceling out reflection from the front and the back of the coating \([3]\). The quarter-wave impedance transformer used in transmission line employs the same mechanism. However, such interference-based devices, by their nature, only operate within a narrow bandwidth, and in the case of optics over limited range of incident angles.

In contrast, a broadband impedance-matching component can be achieved by adiabatically coupling the wave from one medium to another through a graded-impedance taper. The tapered layer whose impedance varies continuously can be realized by a textured interface. When the feature size of the structured interface is much smaller than the wavelength, the effective impedance of the blended medium is determined by the weighted average of the impedance of the two media \([4]\). Such structured interface has been inspired by natural biological organisms (e.g. dragonfly wings, moth eyes) \([5–8]\), and has been fabricated with different nanofabrication technologies, including focused ion beam \([9]\), dry etching with self-assembled mask \([10]\), colloidal lithography \([11]\) and interference lithography \([12]\), and nanoimprint from bio-template \([13]\).

The performance of the taper is dependent on its tapered length (\(l\)), as well as the tapered impedance profile \([14–17]\). As the tapered length increases with respect to \(\lambda\), reflection can be reduced because of the smoother adiabatic conversion. However, in practical realization, the tapered length is often limited by fabrication and/or other implementation constraints.

In this section, we seek the optimal impedance profile, which minimizes the reflectance across a broad frequency band for a given taper length. While we focus on the applications in optics, our approach is general and the results are applicable to a wide class of physical phenomena that involve wave propagation. For example, this work could lead to a significant improvement of performance in stealth technology, and photovoltaics \([11, 18]\).
1.2 Derivation of Maxwell’s equations

The behavior of electromagnetic wave propagating inside a medium with varied index can be described by 1D Maxwell’s equations,

\[
\begin{align*}
-\frac{\partial}{\partial x} E(x, t) &= \mu(x) \frac{\partial}{\partial t} H(x, t) \\
-\frac{\partial}{\partial x} H(x, t) &= \varepsilon(x) \frac{\partial}{\partial t} E(x, t)
\end{align*}
\]  

where \(E\) and \(H\) are the electric and magnetic components and \(\mu\) and \(\varepsilon\) are the medium permeability and permittivity. The telegrapher’s equations of transmission lines and acoustic equations follow the same form. In an electrical transmission line, \(E\) and \(H\) are replaced by voltage \(V\) and current \(I\) respectively, while \(\mu\) and \(\varepsilon\) are replaced by characteristic inductance \(L_o\) and capacitance \(C_o\) respectively. In acoustic theory \(E\) and \(H\) are replaced by acoustic pressure \(p\) and the acoustic fluid velocity vector \(v\) respectively, while \(\mu\) and \(\varepsilon\) are replaced by mass density \(\rho\) and the inverse of bulk modulus \(\kappa^{-1}\) respectively.

For further insight into Eq. 1.1, we perform the following normalization: we define the optical length of the tapered section to be \(L = \int_0^1 n(x)dx\), where \(n(x)\) is the material’s refractive index. Next, we normalize the \(x\)-axis with respect to its optical length. The normalized unit \(u \in [0, 1]\) is defined by

\[
u = \frac{1}{L} \int_0^u n(x')dx'
\]  

With this normalized unit \(u\), Eq. 1.1 (in the time-harmonic form) can be re-written as,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dE}{du} &= i2\pi L \frac{1}{\lambda} Z(u) H(u) \\
\frac{dH}{du} &= i2\pi \frac{L}{\lambda} \frac{1}{Z(u)} E(u)
\end{align*}
\]  
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where \( Z = \sqrt{\mu/\varepsilon} \) is the material impedance. From Eq. 1.3, the electromagnetic wave can be separated into a forward propagating wave and a backward propagating wave with a coefficient \( r \),

\[
\begin{align*}
E(u) &= A[\exp(i2\pi \frac{L}{\lambda} u) + r \exp(-i2\pi \frac{L}{\lambda} u)] \\
H(u) &= \frac{A}{Z}[\exp(i2\pi \frac{L}{\lambda} u) - r \exp(-i2\pi \frac{L}{\lambda} u)]
\end{align*}
\]  

(1.4)

Importantly, \( r(o) \) describes the percentage of light in amplitude that reflects off from the \( u = o \) interface, and \( r(1) = o \) because we assume there is no backward propagating light incident from \( u = 1 \) interface.

From Eq. 1.4 we can derive

\[
r(u) = \frac{E(u) - Z(u)H(u)}{E(u) + Z(u)H(u)}
\]  

(1.5)

Combining Eq. 1.3 and Eq. 1.5 leads to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation of \( r(u) \).

\[
r' + i4\pi \frac{L}{\lambda} r = -\frac{1}{2}(1 - r^2)p(u)
\]  

(1.6)

where \( p = d \ln Z/du \) contains the information of the taper profile.

The goal is to find the optimal taper function \( p(u) \) that results in minimal \( r(o) \), given a certain bandwidth \([\lambda_{\text{min}}, \lambda_{\text{max}}]\). First, we employ an approximation to solve this problem semi-analytically, and then use numerical approaches to find the exact solutions. For a small \( r \), using an approximation \( r^2 \ll 1 \), Eq. 1.6 can be reduced to a linear ordinary differential equation, which has the exact solution,

\[
r(o) = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^1 p(u') \exp(i4\pi \frac{L}{\lambda} u') du'
\]  

(1.7)

Note that Eq. 1.7 is equivalent to Fourier transform (FT),

\[
r(o) = \frac{1}{2}P(2L/\lambda)
\]  

(1.8)
where \( P(u) \) is the Fourier transform of \( p(u) \), and \( 2L/\lambda \) corresponds to the frequency of the Fourier transform. It is important to note that \( P(o) \) is constrained to constant for any tapered function \( p(u) \).

\[
P(o) = \int_o^1 p(u') du' = \ln Z_2 - \ln Z_1 \tag{1.9}
\]

where \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \) are the impedance of the two media. This is because \( P(o) \) approximates the reflection between the two media without taper.

Therefore the problem of finding the optimal taper profile that has minimum reflectance at bandwidth \([\lambda_{\text{min}}, \lambda_{\text{max}}]\) given the optical length \( L \), is equivalent to finding the optimal window function \( p(u) \), confined within \([0, 1]\), whose Fourier transform’s sideband level \( R^* \) above cutoff frequency \( f_c = L/\lambda_{\text{max}} \) is minimal. \( R^*(f_c) \) is defined as,

\[
R^*(f_c) = \max\{\left| \frac{P(f)}{P(o)} \right| \mid f > f_c \} \tag{1.10}
\]

1.3 Optimal taper function

Interestingly, the above-mentioned problem is analogous to the side-lobe suppression problem in signal-processing in order to minimize so-called “spectrum leaks” of digital signals that result in the cross-talk between different frequency bands [19]. Among the many window functions utilized in signal-processing, the Dolph-Chebyshev window function satisfies the above-mentioned requirements for \( p(u) \): it minimizes the sideband level \( R^*(f_c) \) for given cutoff frequency \( f_c \) [20]. Historically, Dolph-Chebyshev window has been used to optimize the directionality of phase antenna [20], and to design tapered section in electrical transmission line (Klopfenstein taper) [22]. In the latter case, the refractive index has been treated as constant throughout the tapering, which is only valid for TEM mode in co-axial metal waveguide. Here, we provide a generalized model for designing broadband anti-reflective device.

In Fig. 1.3.1 we compare different tapering profiles \( \log Z(u) \), their respective
Figure 1.3.1: Comparison of different window functions $p(u)$ [21] for anti-reflective coatings at silicon/air interface, and their respective reflectance $R = |r(o)|^2$ predicted by the Fourier model.

Window functions $p(u)$, and their reflectance spectra (in decibels). As a concrete example, we choose to maximize the transmission (minimize the reflection) between air ($n = 1$) and silicon ($n = 3.5$). In the case of a quarter-wave coating, the step function in the impedance profile results in two Dirac delta functions with a spacing of unity in $p(u)$. Its Fourier transform is the result of beating between two constant-amplitude functions with a frequency difference, leading to zero reflectance at $L/\lambda = 1/4 + m/2$ for $m \in \mathbb{N}$, which is consistent with the phenomenon in quarter-wave coating. At all other frequencies where this condition is not satisfied, the reflectance level remains high ($30\%, -5\text{dB}$).

On the other hand, when tapering is applied, for example, reflectance side-lobes can be suppressed over a wide normalized frequency range (the height of the main
lobe remains the same as in the previous case). In addition, for all tapering profiles except for the Dolph-Chebyshev one, the height of the side-lobes decreases as the normalized frequency increases. This is expected since for given wavelength of incident wave, larger normalized frequencies mean longer structure with more adiabatic tapering. The Dolph-Chebyshev taper, specially, can have significantly smaller and frequency-independent side-lobes \( R_{sb} \). As an example, in Fig. 1.3.1 we plot a Dolph-Chebyshev function that is optimized for a cutoff frequency of \( L/\lambda_{\text{max}} = 2 \) and has a sideband reflectance of \( R_{sb} = -105 \text{dB} \).

**Figure 1.3.2:** Comparison of power reflectance between that predicted by the Fourier model and that calculated by solving Maxwell’s Equations. The Dolph-Chebyshev function in this Figure is optimzied for a cutoff frequency of \( L/\lambda_{\text{max}} = 1 \) and has a sideband reflectance of \( R_{sb} = -55 \text{dB} \).

### 1.4 Design and performance

Having identified Dolph-Chebyshev tapering profile as the most promising one, in Fig. 1.3.2 we evaluate the validity of our modeling. We compare the analytical solution predicted by the Fourier model (with the \( r^2 \) approximation in Eq. 1.6), with the numerical solution to Eq. 1.6. In Fig. 1.3.2, the result derived from the Fourier transform is plotted in solid line, while that produced by numeric solution is plotted in dots. Here, different from the one in Fig. 1.3.1, the Dolph-Chebyshev
function is optimized for a cutoff frequency of $L/\lambda_{\text{max}} = 1$ and has a sideband reflectance of $R_{sb} = -55\text{dB}$. Fig. 1.3.2 shows that the Fourier model prediction is in excellent agreement with the simulation.

![Graph comparing different taper functions' performance](image)

**Figure 1.4.1:** Comparison of different taper functions’ performance, for silicon/air interface as an example.

Next, in Fig. 1.4.1 we compare the reflectance level $R^*(f_c)$ of Dolph-Chebyshev taper to other taper functions, calculated with numerical solution. It can be seen that the Dolph-Chebyshev taper outperforms the other impedance profiles. The difference in performance becomes increasingly dramatic as desired $R^*$ decreases. For example, in order to reach a reflectance level of $-50\text{dB}$, implementing with a linear taper requires an optical length $L$ longer than $30\lambda$; the same reflectance can be achieved with a Dolph-Chebyshev taper of an optical length $L$ of only $1.0\lambda$.

Finally, we provide an example of a broadband wide-angle anti-reflective coating with Dolph-Chebyshev taper using our theory. We aim to minimizing the reflection loss between air and silicon across the solar spectrum from $300\text{nm}$ to $2000\text{nm}$, with $R^* = -48\text{dB}$ at normal incidence. We choose $L = 2.4\lambda_{\text{max}} = 4.7\mu\text{m}$ to satisfy this condition, which results in a coating thickness of $l = 2.8\mu\text{m}$. Fig. 1.4.2
Figure 1.4.2: Example of a broadband wide-angle anti-reflective coating between air and silicon. (b)(c) Reflectance dependence on incident angle, at different wavelengths across the solar spectrum, for TE- and TM-polarized light.

shows the reflectance spectra as a function of the incident angle at different wavelengths, for TE- and TM-polarized light respectively. The result is obtained with finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD) code. As shown in Fig. 4, our design not only demonstrates high anti-reflective property at different wavelengths, as expected, but also performs well within a large incident angle range. The power loss from reflectance can remain below 1% within an incident angle of 60° across the entire solar spectrum for both polarizations.

In summary, starting with 1D Maxwell equations, we found semi-analytical solution of the optimal taper function, that minimizes the impedance mismatch (reflection) between two materials that light propagate in. We have demonstrated that Dolph-Chebyshev taper can achieve the same anti-reflective performance with a much shorter cones, compared with other taper functions. We believe this
work will shed light on designs of broadband anti-reflective components in various areas.
Arbitrary on-chip optical filters for ultrafast pulse shaping

Ever since discovering that pigmentation allowed selective reflection of colors from a surface, humankind has been actively developing new ways of controlling the wavelength and direction of reflected light. People have strived for increasingly finer control over light using anything from mirrors to photographic filters. The advent of photonic band-gap materials enabled the implementation of structural color as in the scales of a butterfly's wings [23]. Additional fields such as plasmonics and metamaterials [24, 25], alongside photonic band-gap materials, provide general rules for designing structural color but often require heavy computation in order to achieve precise wavelengths; even then there lacks sufficient flexibility that allows for arbitrary filter response. We present a method
for easily designing a structure that will reflect an arbitrary spectrum. While this method can be generally applied to any structure where the refractive index profile can be controlled, we have concentrated on implementing arbitrary reflective filters in compact, on-chip waveguides. These integrated filters have myriad applications from on-chip signal routing to compact, ultra-fast pulse shaping [26].

In our recent work we have studied a region with a refractive index modulation in one dimension [27] and derived the Fourier transform relationship between the reflectance spectrum and the refractive index profile. We show here that this principle can also be extended to optical waveguides on the SOI platform, where the refractive index profile is represented by the SOI waveguide-mode’s (fundamental TE mode) effective index. The modulation of the effective index is controlled by the variation in the width of the silicon waveguide \(W(x)\).

We previously detailed [27] the derivation of the ordinary differential equation that describes the reflection coefficient, \(r\), as a function of the index modulation \(n(x)\) in time harmonic form. Eq. 2.1 shows a variation on this result,

\[
r(\lambda) = \frac{1}{2} J(\lambda) \int_0^l dW \frac{dn_{\text{eff}}}{dx} \exp\left(\frac{2\pi n_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} x\right) dx
\]

where \(J(\lambda) = -\frac{1}{n_{\text{eff}}} \frac{dn_{\text{eff}}}{dW}\) takes into account the wavelength dispersion of the optical waveguide as well as the material dispersion. The former dispersion is calculated through an eigenfrequency analysis of the waveguide’s cross-section. The integration in Eq. 2.1 is performed over the length of the width-modulated region of the waveguide. Note that Eq. 2.1 is of the form of a Fourier transform. (The integration limits can be extended to infinity as the integrand evaluates to zero everywhere outside the width modulated region.) This gives us a powerful method for solving for \(W(x)\) -from a target \(r(\lambda)\) spectrum -simply by inverting the Fourier transform. Fig. 2.0.1 (c)(d) show a target spectrum and the corresponding width profile, and Fig. 2.0.1 (b) shows the SEM micrograph of the width-modulation profile realized on the SOI platform.

It is important to note that Eq. 2.1 is only an approximate solution -its derivation relies upon small amplitudes of the reflection coefficient -and the target \(r(\lambda)\)
spectra are not exactly reproduced. The efficacy of the method can be tested by solving the exact Maxwell’s equations numerically. As expected, our reverse design method’s results start to diverge from the target spectra as the magnitude of \( r \) increases. Fig. 2.0.1 (e) shows this trend and extends the target spectra into non-physical values greater than unity.

Figure 2.0.1: (a) A cartoon representation of the filter in action. The red light is transmitted through the width modulated region, whereas the blue light is reflected back. (b) An SEM micrograph of a fabricated waveguide showing the \( W(x) \) profile. (c) An example target \( R(\lambda) \). (d) The width profile \( W(x) \) that is obtained by applying the inverse Fourier transform obtained from Eq. 2.1 to the spectrum from (c). (e) The solid lines are target amplitudes of labeled values \( A \). The dashed lines show the resulting reflectance when the \( W(x) \) profile is checked by solving the exact Maxwell’s equations numerically. For small values of \( A \) the agreement is excellent, but increasingly larger values lead to distortion of the shape and discrepancies in the amplitude.
When transferring a continuous modulation of a waveguide width onto an SOI sample through electron-beam (e-beam) lithography, two problems occur. First, due to the finite length of the filter there is a truncation effect: if an $r$ spectrum with large 'tails' in its Fourier transform is chosen, there will be significant degradation in the resulting spectrum because a large proportion of the Fourier components will be lost. Second, errors arise from the finite resolution of e-beam lithography. This leads to a washing out of the finer features in the $r$ spectrum. Viewed through the prism of classical digital signal processing, these two issues would be equivalent to not sampling the data for a sufficiently long period in the time domain, and to obtaining an analog to digital conversion with insufficient bits to properly resolve the amplitude of the signal.

Figure 2.0.2: (a) Time domain Gaussian input pulse. (b) The wavelength domain reflectance filter shapes. Eq. 2.1 is used turn these filter shapes into $W(x)$ for the waveguides. (c) Time domain readout of the input pulse reflected off the filters. The results are a Hamming and linear pulse shape, respectively.

An important application for this method is in shaping ultra-fast pulses. Bulky apparatus is currently used for ultra-fast shaping, and it requires precision alignment [28, 29]. By using the SOI waveguide platform our filters allow us to generate arbitrary pulse shapes in an integrated, on-chip fashion. The small footprint of the filters additionally permits a single external pulse to excite many different
pulse shapes in parallel. The key to pulse shaping is the control of amplitude and phase over a wide wavelength range \( [30] \). As Eq. 2.1 solves for \( r \) (the reflection coefficient) rather than \( R \) (the reflectance, or \( |r|^2 \)), the necessary conditions for ultra-fast pulse shaping are met.

We now present finite difference time domain simulations showing a single Gaussian pulse is launched into two different width-modulated SOI waveguides, and is converted into three distinct Hamming pulses, and a linear (saw-tooth) pulse, respectively. Fig. 2.0.2 shows the time domain representation of the input and the two simulated reflected pulses. All simulations are three dimensional with the mesh grid size of 1nm, which is similar to the e-beam lithography resolution available to us.

For experimental demonstration, we have selected five arbitrary spectra, as shown in Fig. 2.0.3(b). The spectra were subsequently translated to different waveguides’ width modulation shapes \( W(x) \) using Eq. 2.1. The devices were fabricated on SOI wafers (SOITEC) with a 220 nm device layer and a 2 \( \mu m \) buried oxide layer. The waveguides were written using a negative resist (XR \( \mu \)) and 100 kV electron-beam lithography (Elionix 7000). The exposure window was a 300 \( \mu m \) square with a dot-pitch of 1.25 nm. After development (TMAH \( \mu \)), the pattern was transferred to the device layer using reactive-ion etching (\( \mu \) and \( \mu \)). SU-8 Polymer waveguides were defined using e-beam lithography for spot size conversion. Finally, the device was capped using PE-CVD deposited silicon dioxide to enable facet polishing. Fig. 2.0.3(a) shows an SEM micrograph of an example device prior to PE-CVD deposition.

Filter characterization was performed with a scanned tunable laser (Agilent 81682). Light was coupled onto the chip through a tapered, lensed fiber (Oz optics). An on-chip, 3dB directional coupler was used to extract the reflected signal to an output arm and back to an SU-8 waveguide as depicted in Fig. 2.0.3(a). Fig. 2.0.3(b) and (c) show example target spectra alongside experimentally measured spectra; the agreement between the two is excellent. The signal can be distorted by Fabry-Perot resonances in the system as well as truncation effects due
to the finite size and resolution of the width-modulated filters. The absolute values of measured reflectance are based on average values for transmission through un-modulated waveguides with the uncertainty in the measurement arising from variations in the polymer waveguide facets and insertion and extraction losses that arise from this coupling method.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a reverse method for designing arbitrary filters with the footprint of an on-chip waveguide. In addition to allowing the design of arbitrary phase and amplitude filters these structures show great promise in shaping ultrafast pulses as demonstrated through FDTD simulations. We believe this system provides a novel and feasible platform for control of ultra-fast pulses.
with vastly improved footprints and greatly reduced experimental complexity. In the future we will look to implementing ultra-fast pulse shaping as well as using dynamic methods to define the filters.
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Impedance matching for designing ultrahigh-Q/V nanocavities

3.1 Ultrahigh-Q/V cavities based on nanowires

3.1.1 Introduction

Semiconductor nanowires have recently emerged as novel light sources for integrated photonics. Lasers and electrically-driven light emitting diodes have been reported in various material systems (CdS, ZnO, GaN, etc) [31–35]. In all of these studies, a semiconductor nanowire is used both as the active medium and
the Fabry-Perot optical cavity; the nanowire body serves as the optical waveguide, while its end facets serve as the mirrors bounding the optical cavity. However, due to the small diameter of a nanowire, significant evanescent field exists outside the nanowire body. This reduces the reflection of the nanowire facets and introduces significant losses, thus limiting the Quality factor, \( Q \), of the cavity to \( \sim 500 \) \([36-40]\). In addition, the large evanescent field results in the small modal gain of the nanowire \([41]\). Both of these effects can increase the lasing threshold of nanowire lasers. At the same time, the Fabry-Perot nature of the optical cavity can result in multi-mode lasing, with lasing wavelengths dependent on the length of nanowire.

In many applications single-wavelength emission with well-defined lasing wavelength is desired. The properties of nanowire lasers and LEDs could be improved by embedding nanowires into optical structures including photonic-crystals and race-track resonators \([42]\), metallic gratings \([43]\), and micro-stadium resonators \([44]\). However, to the best of our knowledge all previously reported structures based on nanowires had \( Q \geq 1,000 \).

In addition to their promise as low-threshold and high switching-speed nanolasers, semiconductor nanowires offer an attractive platform for the realization of electrically-injected, on-demand, single-photon sources. A reliable and bright source of single photons would find immediate applications in spectroscopy, quantum information processing and quantum cryptography. Solid-state version of single-photon sources based on self-assembled epitaxially-grown quantum dots (QDs) have been demonstrated in different microcavity configurations \([45-47]\). In all of these cases, a high \( Q \) and small mode volume \( (V) \) of the microcavity were instrumental for achieving single-photon emission. Recently, there have been several proposals to achieve electrically-driven single-photon sources based on QDs embedded within semiconductor nanowires \([48-55]\). However, these reports did not consider the use of an optical cavity to improve the performance of such a source.

In this work, we propose an approach to significantly improve the \( Q \) of nanowire-based optical resonators, and we demonstrate cavities with \( Q = 3 \times 10^5 \) and \( V < 0.2(\lambda/n)^3 \). Our approach is based on engineering a cavity in a one-dimensional (1D) photonic crystal (PhC) \([42, 56]\), which is patterned around the
nanowire. We demonstrate using numerical modeling that our platform coupled with a QD is well-suited for operation in the so-called strong-coupling limit of cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED), in which there is a coherent interaction between the photons confined to the optical nanowire cavity and excitons trapped in the QD [57].

3.1.2 IMPROVEMENT OF NANOWIRE REFLECTION USING PHOTONIC CRYSTALS

In this work, we consider nanowires with a refractive index \( n_{\text{wire}} = 2.8 \) and emission wavelength of \( \lambda \approx 500\text{nm} \) (e.g. CdS nanowires). However, our approach is general and applicable to different material systems. We assume a circular cross-section of our nanowires [Fig. 3.1.1(a)]. This allows us to take advantage of the radial symmetry of the system and significantly simplify the analysis. The more typical hexagonal cross-section of a nanowire is taken into account in the later section, and good agreement with our simplified model is found.

First, we model nanowire as a cylindrical optical waveguide using Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinates [58, 59], considering the nanowire with air (\( n_{\text{clad}} = 1 \)) and low-index material cladding (e.g. polymer, \( n_{\text{clad}} = 1.5 \)). We find that nanowires with air (polymer) cladding support only the fundamental HE_{11} mode for \( d < 150\text{nm} \) (\( d < 160\text{nm} \)). This single-mode regime of operation is precisely the region that we are interested in for this work. Next, the reflectance of
the nanowire facet was studied using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method (grid size<8nm), and taking advantage of radial symmetry of the system. The fundamental HE_{ny} nanowire mode is launched towards the nanowire end, and power reflected from the facet is monitored [Fig. 3.1.1 (b)]. It can be seen that the nanowire facet reflectance is smaller than 25% (30%) for single-mode nanowires in air (polymer). Similar results have been found previously by other authors [37–39]. Such a poor facet reflection is responsible for large mirror losses and small quality factor (Q ∼ 500) of the optical cavity formed by the nanowire.

Figure 3.1.2: (a) Schematic of a semiconductor nanowire with 1D PhC defined at its end. (b) Transmittance and reflectance spectra for nanowire with PhC consisting of 30 PMMA/air pairs.

In order to increase facet reflection and overall Q of the nanowire-cavity, we consider the structure shown in Fig. 3.1.2 (a) [42]. The system consists of a nanowire embedded within polymer cladding, with 1D PhC defined at the nanowire end. One particularly appealing approach is to use Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) electron-beam lithography resist as the cladding material. In this case, fabrication of the 1D PhC structure is very simple, and can be accomplished using electron-beam lithography, only.

In Fig. 3.1.2 (b) we show the reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) spectra for the d = 120nm nanowire with a grating of periodicity a = 160nm. It can be seen that within the bandgap \( \lambda \in (486\text{nm}, 507\text{nm}) \), the reflectance can be as high as 95\%, which is almost a 20-fold improvement over the facet reflection of bare nanowire. In Fig. 3.1.2 (b) we also show the scattering loss, defined as \( L = 1 - R - T \).
(absorption losses of the nanowire are neglected). This loss can be attributed to the scattering at the nanowire -1D PhC interface, due to a mismatch between the propagating fundamental HE\textsubscript{11} mode inside the nanowire and the evanescent Bloch mode that exists inside the grating section \[60\]. In the next section we will show that this scattering loss can be significantly minimized using techniques similar to the ones developed by Lalanne and colleagues \[61, 62\]. Outside the bandgap, at the short-wavelength (high-frequency) end, the loss increases significantly due to coupling to the leaky modes that exist inside the mirror section (the Bloch modes of the photonic crystal cross the light line and radiate energy).

It is important to mention that the position and width of the photonic bandgap will depend strongly on the nanowire diameter. Therefore, in an experimental realization of our platform, it is important that nanowires are straight and without significant diameter variations. Sophisticated growth techniques that result in straight and uniform nanowires have recently been demonstrated \[40, 51, 53, 63, 64\]. Finally, we note that photonic bandgap can close when the nanowire diameter is larger than 160nm, due to the presence of higher order modes.

### 3.1.3 Suppressing the Scattering Losses by Impedance Matching

In this section we provide a detailed design of photonic crystal nanowire cavities taking advantage of the 1D PhC mirrors concept introduced in the previous section. We start with the Fabry-Perot cavity shown in Fig. 3.1.3(a) where the nanowire section of length \(s\) is sandwiched between two 1D PhC mirrors. We call such cavity guided-mode cavity. We select the same parameters used in Fig. 3.1.2(b) \((d = 120nm, a = 160nm, 30\) pairs of PMMA/air grating at each side), in order to assure single-mode behavior of the nanowire, as well as to position the emission wavelength of CdS (500nm) at the midgap of the PhC mirror. This provides the smallest penetration depth into the PhC mirror leading to a small mode volume, as well as minimizes the mirror transmission loss thus maximizing the overall \(Q\). By tuning the cavity length \(s\), cavity modes with different symmetries can be formed and positioned precisely at the mid-gap frequency. The \(Q\)
factors of these modes are 300, 395 and 500, for \(s/a = 1.27, 1.95, 2.85\), respectively. We note that using this simple guided-mode approach it is possible to realize cavities with higher \(Q\) at the expense of an enlarged mode volume, by tuning the cavity resonance closer to the air-band edge. However, these modes are not of interest in this work due to the reduced \(Q/V\) ratio.

The total \(Q\) factor of the 1D PhC cavity can be separated into transmission loss due to the finite length of the mirror, and the above-mentioned scattering:

\[
\frac{1}{Q} = \frac{1}{Q_{sc}} + \frac{1}{Q_{w}}
\]  

(3.1)

In our case, 30 layers of PhC mirror result in quality factor from waveguide loss of \(Q_w \sim 10^5\), which is significantly larger than the \(Q\) of guided-mode cavities obtained above. This implies that the dominant loss mechanism is scattering at mirror interfaces, as noted previously in Ref. [56]. In that work it was suggested that the mode profile mismatch between guided mode at the cavity region and Bloch mode is the main reason for large scattering losses. This mismatch can also be viewed as the effective impedance mismatch between cavity mode and the Bloch mode propagating in the mirror. From Fig. 3.1.3 (c) we can see that the cavity guided mode has a mode index of \(n_{\text{cavity}} = 1.72\), while the evanescent Bloch mode positioned at the midgap frequency has a mode index of \(n_{\text{mid-gap}} = 1.55\).

To eliminate this index difference and the resulting mode mismatch, we substitute the uniform cavity region with a PMMA/air grating with the same duty cycle but a smaller period [Fig. 3.1.3 (b)]. By choosing the period of this cavity section to be \(w = 0.78a\), we tune the cavity resonance to the mid-gap frequency of the mirror. Fig. 3.1.3 (c) shows the photonic bands of the cavity segment as well as the PhC mirror. The propagating dielectric-band Bloch mode supported in the cavity region couples to the evanescent Bloch mode that exists within the bandgap of the PhC mirror to form the cavity mode. In contrast with the former design, the cavity mode here is a Bloch mode (instead of guided mode), and therefore the cavity is referred to as Bloch-mode cavity. The \(Q\) factor of our Bloch-mode cavity
is 2.430 and the mode volume is $0.129(\lambda/n)^3$. As expected, the increase in Q is due to the reduced mode profile mismatch between the Bloch mode of the cavity and evanescent Bloch mode of the mirror. Recently another group have proposed similar cavity design in order to realize high-Q cavities [65].

Further Q enhancement can be realized by tapering the mode profile from the dielectric band to mid-bandgap by adding taper segments, as shown in Fig. 3.1.4(a). Two degrees of freedom are available to achieve the transition between the cavity Bloch mode and the evanescent Bloch mode of the mirror, namely the period ($w$) and the duty cycle of each segment. Here we keep the duty cycle fixed at 0.5, as we did in the cavity segment. Linear interpolation of grating constant (2$\pi/w$) of each segment is used to carry out the tapering process. Mid-bandgap resonance is achieved by altering the length of the central segment $w_c$. Similar tapering tech-
niques were previously used to realize high-Q heterostructure cavities based on 2D PhC waveguides [66–68].

Figure 3.1.4: (a) Schematic of photonic band tapering. (b) Quality factor and mode volume as a function of number of taper segments. In all cases, the cavity was designed to support one resonance position at the mid-gap wavelength of 497 nm. (c) Mode profile of cavity modes (Eφ component) with 6 taper segments and 40 mirror pairs. Configuration of the tapered gratings is also mapped as background.

In Fig. 3.1.4(b) we present the dependence of the Quality factor on the number of segments placed in the taper region (one-segment structure corresponds to Bloch-mode cavity). For the case of 30 mirror pairs at each end (not including taper segments), Q first increases logarithmically as the number of taper segments increases, and then levels off when the number of tapers is larger than 5. When we increase the number of PhC mirror pairs to 40, the logarithmic dependence of Q on number of segments is recovered. Therefore, we conclude that for large number of taper segments, transmission losses become dominant, and more mirror pairs are required. In Fig. 3.1.4(b), we also present the mode volume of the
cavity calculated using Eq. 3.2.

\[
V = \int_V \varepsilon(\vec{r}) |E(\vec{r})|^3 dV \over \max[\varepsilon(\vec{r}) |E(\vec{r})|^3]
\] (3.2)

As expected, the mode volume increases as the number of taper segments increases. However, the increase of \( V \) is modest, especially for large number of taper segments. Moreover, in all cases the mode volume is smaller than \( 0.2(\lambda/n)^3 \). This is due to the fact that we deliberately positioned the cavity mode precisely at the midgap frequency, and therefore the cavity field decays rapidly inside the PhC mirror. In the case shown in Fig. 3.1.4(c), \( Q/V \) can be as high as \( 4.7 \times 10^6 \) per cubic wavelength in material.

In previous paragraphs, we explained the ultra-high \( Q \) of our nanowire-based cavities using the mode-matching arguments. The high \( Q \) factor can also be explained by looking at the distribution of the cavity field energy in momentum space (\( k \)-space, spatial Fourier transform space) \([47, 69–71]\). In Fig. 3.1.5, we show the Fourier transform of the electric components \( E_\phi \) of the cavity mode. \( k_z = n_{clad} \omega/c_0 \) defines the light line of the cladding. Components with \( k_z \) smaller than the light line support plane waves leaking energy radially into the cladding, and are responsible for scattering losses. The light cones in PMMA and air are colored in light green and dark green, respectively. We can see that as we include more taper segments, the Fourier spectrum of the mode profile concentrates more tightly around the edge of the Brillouin zone \( k_z = \pi/a \), reducing the energy of the mode within the light cones, thus reducing the scattering. For comparison, the spatial spectrum of the guided-mode cavity, shown in black, extends significantly inside the air and polymer light line, indicating large scattering losses.

Our system is very similar to micropost (micropillar) optical microcavities that have been extensively used in vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers \([72]\) and single photon sources \([45, 73–76]\), and more recently proposed in the context of semiconductor nanowires \([77]\). However, the big advantage of our approach that combines bottom-up synthesized nanowires with top-down fabricated photonic-crys-
tals (only electron-beam lithography step), is simple fabrication procedure [42]. Complicated epitaxial growth of Bragg mirror, typical for conventional micropost cavities, is not required. Our technique is therefore fully compatible with different nanowire growth approaches including solution-based synthesis, vapor-solid-liquid, etc.

Next, in Fig. 3.1.6 we show how the overall quality factor depends on the material losses of the cladding (red-square), in the case of the optimized cavity \((Q = 0.9 \times 10^6)\). Refractive index of the cladding is assumed to be of the form \(n_{\text{clad}} + ik_{\text{clad}}\) resulting in loss \((1/Q)\) of the form \(\eta \times 2k_{\text{clad}}/n_{\text{clad}}\) where the coefficient \(\eta\) takes into account the overlap between the mode and lossy cladding \((\eta < 1)\). Thus the overall \(Q\) factor can be derived using Eq. 3.3.

\[
\frac{1}{Q} = \frac{1}{Q_{\text{lossless}}} + \frac{2\kappa_{\text{clad}}}{n_{\text{clad}}} \quad (3.3)
\]

Using FDTD we found that \(\eta = 0.3\) (Fig. 3.1.6). In the case of PMMA cladding, \(\kappa_{\text{clad}}\) is smaller than \(4 \times 10^{-6}\) for wavelength of 500nm, that is the absorption coefficient of PMMA is smaller than \(a = 0.1mm^{-1}\) [78]. As shown in Fig. 3.1.6,
Figure 3.1.6: Quality factor (red-square) as a function of imaginary part of refractive index ($\kappa$). The $Q$ value with lossless cladding is indicated in black line. The dash lines represent estimation of $Q$ using Eq. 3.3, while $\eta = 0.3$ (blue) and 1 (magenta), respectively.

This loss results in small reduction of overall quality factor from $Q = 9 \times 10^4$ to $Q = 3 \times 10^5$. It is important to note that absorption coefficient of PMMA is even smaller (almost an order of magnitude) at red, near-infrared and telecom wavelengths (with the exception of two bands around 1100nm and 1400nm [78]) and therefore even higher quality factors can be obtained with nanowires emitting at these longer wavelengths.

Depending on the crystal structure of the nanowire material and the preferred growth direction, the nanowire cross-section can be triangular, square, hexagonal and so on. Here we consider nanowires with hexagonal cross-section embedded in our 1D PhC cavity [Fig. 3.1.7(a)]. First, the waveguide mode [Fig. 3.1.7(b)] and effective mode index of a nanowire with hexagonal cross-section is found. Next, the diameter of the equivalent cylindrical nanowire is chosen, so that it supports the mode with the same effective mode index. Then, a high-$Q$ cavity is designed for the cylindrical nanowire by taking advantage of radial symmetry and using the optimization procedure described above. The same cavity design is then ap-
plied to the nanowire with hexagonal cross-section. In this way the optimization is
done using 2D-FDTD with radial symmetry, which is significantly faster than per-
forming a 3D-FDTD computation, which would be necessary for nanowires with
hexagonal cross-section. Using this approach, we designed cavity for a nanowire
with $d_{\text{hex}} = 130nm$, using 40 mirror pairs and 5 taper segments. The resonance at
$\lambda = 497nm$ had a $Q = 9.4 \times 10^4$ and $V = 0.18(\lambda/n)^3$ [Fig. 3.1.7(c)]. Further
optimization of the structure using 3D FDTD could result in even higher $Q$ values.

![Figure 3.1.7:](image)

**Figure 3.1.7:** (a) Schematic of hexagonal cross-section nanowire embedded
in air/PMMA grating. (b) Mode profile of $E_x$ component of hexagonal cross-
section nanowire embedded in PMMA cladding. (c) Mode profile of cavity
modes ($E_x$ component) with 5 taper segments and 40 mirror pairs.

### 3.1.4 Light-Matter Interaction in Semiconductor Nanowire Cavities

As first noted by Purcell [79], the emission rate of a radiating dipole can be mod-
ified by placing the dipole inside an optical cavity. The enhancement of the ra-
diative emission rate into the cavity mode, when compared to the spontaneous
emission rate without the cavity, can be described by the Purcell factor where $V$
is mode volume of the cavity and $\varepsilon_M$ is the dielectric constant at the field inten-
sity maximum point. If $F_o \gg 1$, the dipole will emit much faster into the cavity
than into free space. This increase in the radiative recombination rate is beneficial
for the reduction of nanowire lasers threshold, and could result in the realization of
threshold-less lasers [80]. In the case of a single-photon source based on a QD embedded within the semiconductor nanowire, the large Purcell factor means a high photon-production rate and a smaller probability for nonradiative recombination. Moreover, photons are preferentially emitted into the well-defined cavity modes and thus can easily be coupled out, using for example proximal optical waveguides, thereby increasing the overall collection efficiency of generated photons. In our system we find that Purcell factor \( F = F_0/n_{\text{wire}} \) can be as high as \( 1.3 \times 10^4 \) when 6-segment taper is used with material losses considered. It drops to \( 2.7 \times 10^4 \) and \( 3.0 \times 10^3 \) when four and two taper segments are used, respectively. Large Purcell factor is due to the ultra-high \( Q \) and very small \( V \) in our cavity. The cavity may even enter the strong-coupling regime of light-matter interaction [57, 81], in which coherent exchange of energy between photon trapped in the cavity and exciton trapped in the QD exists. This happens when cavity field decay rate \( \kappa = \omega/2Q \) and exciton decay rate \( \gamma \) (exciton loss due to the emission into non-cavity modes and non-radiative recombination channels) are smaller than exciton-photon coupling parameter \( g \) [76, 81]. For the cavity defined precisely around the quantum dot positioned in the center of the nanowire (at the electric field maximum), and transition dipole moment aligned with the electric field dipole, the coupling parameter can be expressed as \( g = \Gamma \sqrt{V_\omega/4V} \), where \( g \) is the Rabi frequency of the system on resonance and \( V_\omega = (3c_\omega \lambda^2 \varepsilon_0)/(2\pi \Gamma \varepsilon_M) \). Here \( \Gamma = n_{\text{wire}} \omega^3 \mu^2 / 3\pi \varepsilon_\omega \hbar c^3 \) is the spontaneous emission rate in the material. Assuming radiative life time of exciton without cavity to be 10ns, that is its radiative rate of \( \Gamma = 0.1GHz \) we get coupling parameter \( g = 190GHz \). Typical values for non-radiative decay rates of excitons are bellow this value [81], and therefore the limiting factor for strong-coupling regime is cavity field decay rate. Therefore, we conclude that in our system, \( g > \kappa, \gamma \) when \( Q > 10^4 \) (\( \kappa < 189GHz \)), and the system is well into the strong coupling regime even when only three taper segments are used.

Finally, we note that the most promising material systems used for realization of heterostructure QDs within nanowires are based on semiconductors with refractive index larger than \( n_{\text{wire}} \approx 3.4 \) [53–55]. For example, in Ref. [54], the nanowire is based on GaP platform with \( n_{\text{wire}} = 3.4 \). Our hybrid nanowire-1D PhC platform
is general, and we confirmed that it can be used to realize cavities with high $Q$ and small $V$ with these nanowires with larger refractive index.

### 3.1.5 Conclusion

Design of an ultra-high $Q$ optical nanocavity consisting of a semiconductor nanowire embedded in 1D photonic crystal has been demonstrated. The mechanism of effectively suppressing cavity losses has been theoretically analyzed, and a cavity with $Q = 3 \times 10^5$ and mode volume smaller than $0.2(\lambda/n)^3$ has been designed. Ultra-high Purcell factor, and operation in the strong-coupling regime are predicted in the proposed platform. High $Q/V$ cavities based on nanowires with hexagonal cross-section have also been designed. Our system is similar to micropost (micropillar) optical resonators that have been used in vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers and single photon sources. However, our approach requires simple fabrication procedure that combines bottom-up nanowire synthesis with top-down single-step e-beam lithography.

### 3.2 Ultrahigh-$Q/V$ Micropillar Cavities

#### 3.2.1 Introduction

Micropillar optical cavities, typically used in low-threshold vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [82–84], have recently attracted considerable attention as a promising platform for solid-state implementations of cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) experiments [85, 86]. These applications benefit from large quality factor ($Q$) that can be obtained in micropillar cavities, which in turn results in a long photon life time $\kappa = \omega/2Q$ ($\omega$ is the radial frequency of the cavity mode). For example, high-$Q$ micropillar cavities ($Q \sim 165,000$) have been demonstrated recently for large diameter ($d = 4$μm) pillars, resulting in a relatively large mode volume [$V > 50(\lambda/n)^3$] [87]. However, for applications in cQED, coupling between an emitter and a photon localized in the cavity requires a large Rabi frequency $g$ that is proportional to $1/\sqrt{V}$. In order to decrease the
mode volume, it is necessary to decrease the pillar diameter and thereby improve the radial confinement of light. However, this can lead to a significant reduction in the $Q$ factor in the traditional micropillar designs \cite{88}, and the best $Q$ factors reported in the case of sub-micron diameter micropillars have been theoretically limited to approximately 2,000 \cite{89}.

In this section, we theoretically demonstrate sub-micron diameter micropillar cavities with an ultra-high $Q/V$ that is three orders of magnitude larger than previously reported. This is achieved by simultaneously increasing the $Q$ ($Q \sim 3 \times 10^6$) and reducing the mode volume [$V \sim 0.1(\lambda/n)^3$], using a bandgap tapering method developed recently in 1D photonic crystal structures \cite{90,91}. While the proposed approach is general and can be applied to a range of material systems and applications, our cavities are designed to operate at 637nm wavelength and therefore are suitable for coupling to nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color centers embedded within diamond nanocrystals positioned at the middle of the cavity. NV color centers have recently attracted significant attention as promising quantum emitters \cite{92}. NVs emission is broad band (630nm-750nm) with stable zero-phonon line at 637nm visible even at room temperature.

### 3.2.2 Design

Our micropillar is based on two distributed Bragg mirrors (DBR) that consists of TiO$_2$ ($n_{TiO_2} = 2.4$) and SiO$_2$ ($n_{SiO_2} = 1.5$) alternating layers, and a TiO$_2$ spacer of thickness $s$ sandwiched between them [Fig. 3.2.1(a)]. The micropillar cavity $Q$ is inversely proportional to the cavity losses that in turn can be separated into two components: the transmission losses due to the finite length of the DBRs, and the scattering losses at the spacer/mirror interfaces. The former can be minimized (for a given number of TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ pairs) using a “quarter stack” DBR that consists of TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ layers with thickness $\lambda/4n_{eff}$, where $\lambda = 637$nm. This also maximizes light confinement along the pillar axis, resulting in a minimized mode volume. For example, in the case of a micropillar with diameter $d = 34$nm, the thicknesses of TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$ layers in DBR are 82.6nm and 147.4nm, respectively, resulting in
Figure 3.2.1: (a) Traditional design of micropillar cavities and (b) modified design where the center segment is substituted by titania/silica pairs. The lateral mode profile of $E_r$ component for cavity mode and evanescent Bloch mode that exists inside DBRs are shown on the right of the cavity layout. Improved mode-matching can be seen in (b).

The total DBR periodicity of $a = 230\text{nm}$. Next, the thickness of the spacer is chosen ($s = 220\text{nm}$) in order to position the cavity resonance at $637\text{nm}$, and the quality factor ($Q$) of such cavity is obtained using finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD). We find $Q \sim 100$ which is consistent with previous reports [88]. The low $Q$ is attributed to scattering losses arising from the mode profile mismatch between the localized cavity mode and evanescent Bloch mode inside the DBRs [56]. Fig. 3.2.1(a) illustrates the profile mismatch for $E_r$ component. To suppress this mode mismatch and the resulting scattering losses, we use the mode matching technique previously developed for 1D photonic crystal cavities [90]. We substitute the uniform center segment with a single TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ pair with the same aspect ratio as in the DBR but a smaller thickness $w$. When $w = 0.67a$, the cavity resonates at $\lambda = 637\text{nm}$ with $Q = 6,000$, a 60-fold improvement over the conventional design.

In order to increase the $Q$ factor further, we incorporate more TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ segments with varying the thicknesses $w_i$ ($i$ is the segment number). This can also
be seen as a "tapered DBR" approach, where each taper section further reduces the mode mismatch in order to suppress the scattering losses. In Fig. 3.2.2 (a), we use 4 tapered segments and 20 DBR pairs at each side. In order to set the resonating wavelength at 637 nm, the thickness of each taper segment is precisely tuned to $w_1 = 215.3 \, \text{nm}$, $w_2 = 202.4 \, \text{nm}$, $w_3 = 191.0 \, \text{nm}$, and $w_4 = 180.8 \, \text{nm}$. The resulting mode has a Q factor of 250,000 and a mode volume of $0.07 (\lambda / n)^3$, which represents at least three orders of magnitude enhancement of $Q/V$ compared to any previous micropillar designs. As shown in Fig. 3.2.2 (b), this high-Q mode has an anti-node at the central TiO$_2$ segment and therefore is ideally suited for coupling to quantum emitters, such as an NV center in diamond or a semiconductor nanocrystal, embedded within this layer. We also find a second-order cavity...
mode [Fig. 3.2.2(c)] at wavelength of 685 nm with a respectable $Q = 110,000$. The $Q$ factor of the fundamental mode can be enhanced by increasing the tapering process. For instance, we obtain $Q = 3,000,000$ and $V = 0.10 (\lambda / n)^3$ with 10 taper segments. However, increasing the cavity length pulls higher-order modes from the dielectric band into the bandgap, as shown in Fig. 3.2.2(d) and (e). These higher order modes can potentially couple to the emitter placed at the center of the cavity and the resulting multi-mode cavity is not desirable. Therefore from here on, we only consider 4-taper-segment cavities, which limits our $Q$ to 250,000.
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**Figure 3.2.3:** (a) Mode volume as a function of micropillar diameter. Here all the modes are first-order HE$_{11}$ modes resonating at 637 nm. (b) Lateral electric field density profiles of HE$_{11}$ ($\lambda = 637 \text{nm}$), TE$_{01}$ ($\lambda = 578 \text{nm}$) and TM$_{01}$ ($\lambda = 492 \text{nm}$) cavity modes.

Next, we optimize the diameter of our micropillar cavity to minimize its mode volume. It can be seen in Fig. 3.2.3(a) that the smallest mode volume is obtained at $d = 340 \text{nm}$. For $d < 340 \text{nm}$, $V$ increases due to the reduced confinement in the axial direction: the effective impedance contrast between TiO$_2$ and SiO$_2$ is reduced for small diameters, and therefore the width of the bandgap decreases, resulting in deeper penetration of the cavity mode into the DBRs, thus increasing...
$V$. For $d > 340 \text{nm}$, however, the mode is almost completely confined within the pillar and the $n_{\text{eff}}$ of each segment approach the refractive index of the material. Therefore, the width of the bandgap remains approximately constant as the pillar diameter increases and the axial confinement remains the same. However, $V$ increases due to the larger mode cross-section (radial confinement increases). The trade-off between radial and axial confinement results in an optimized diameter of $d = 340 \text{nm}$. For the 4-taper-segment cavity, we also find the cavity modes with $\text{TE}_{01}$ and $\text{TM}_{01}$ profiles at wavelengths of $578 \text{nm}$ and $492 \text{nm}$, respectively. Both of these modes peak at the central TiO$_2$ segment. However, the lateral electric field density profiles shown in Fig. 3.2.3(b) indicate that these modes have a node at the center of the micropillar and therefore will not couple efficiently to the nanoemitter placed at the center. Moreover, these modes are detuned from the emission spectrum of an NV center and therefore are not of interest. It is also important to note that if the pillar diameter increases further, additional higher-order modes, with the same azimuthal order as $\text{HE}_{11}$ (e.g. $\text{EH}_{11}$), are allowed. These modes can couple to the fundamental $\text{HE}_{11}$ cavity mode and thus introduce additional loss mechanism [88], and reduce the $Q$ factor of the fundamental cavity mode.

3.2.3 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that high Quality factor micropillar cavities can be realized with sub-micron diameter pillars. We have engineered the cavities with a record low mode volume of $V = 0.07(\lambda/n)^3$ and a Quality factor of $250,000$. We expect, however, that realistic fabricated structures will have reduced quality factors due to fabrication-related imperfections, including surface roughness, slanted walls and material absorption. One possible approach to overcome these problems is based on oxide-aperture design [93]. We predicted that by embedding a diamond nanocrystal with an NV color center at the middle of the cavity, the strong coupling limit of light-matter interaction can be achieved. Our method can be easily adapted to different material systems and enable realization of an ultra-high $Q/V$ cavity in AlAs/GaAs platform suitable for realization of low-
threshold VCSELs, for example.
Photonic crystal lasers
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystal (PhC) [94, 95], material with a periodic variation of refractive index, is a versatile platform for manipulating the propagation, reflection and refraction of light. Specifically, light can be localized within the photonic bandgap (PBG), where the propagation of light is prohibited via Bragg Scattering. This is of great interest for realization of functional optical devices including nanocavities and waveguides. Empowered by numerical simulation methods, such as the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) and the finite element method (FEM), and state-of-the-art nano-fabrication techniques (e-beam lithography, reactive-ion etching, scanning electron microscopy, etc.), photonic crystal cavities can be designed and fabricated with ultra-high Quality factors ($Q$) of over a million and small mode volumes ($V$) close to the diffraction limit [$\sim (\lambda/2\pi)^3$]. Current tech-
nologies enable production of one-dimensional (1D) \([62, 96, 97]\) and two-dimensional (2D) \([67, 71, 98–103]\) PhC cavities with high integration capacity on a semiconductor chip. High-quality three-dimensional (3D) photonic crystal cavities have also been demonstrated \([104]\), yet scalable productions of 3D-PhC devices still remains challenging.

Photonic crystal lasers (PhCLs) are lasers that utilize photonic crystal cavities to achieve the optical feedback. The history of developing lasers confined with photonic bandgap can be traced back to the vertical-cavity surface- emitting lasers (VCSELs) \([105]\), where distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) are used to confine light in the vertical direction: in fact, the concept of Bragg reflector can be seen as an one-dimensional photonic crystal. On the other hand, typical VCSELs have their device diameters orders of magnitude larger than the operating wavelengths, resulting in weak photon confinement in the lateral directions and correspondingly a large mode volume.

Figure 4.1.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the first reported PhC laser \([106]\). It is based on a 2D-PhC suspended membrane that contains four as-grown semiconductor QWs. (b)(c) Schematic diagram and scanning electron micrograph of the first electrically-injected PhC laser \([107]\).
The first claimed photonic crystal laser was demonstrated in Axel Scherer’s group at Caltech in year 1999 [106] using a 2D-PhC slab cavity. In this work, a suspended InGaAsP membrane perforated with a 2D triangular lattice of holes was used to localize a cavity mode within mode volume \( V \sim 0.31(\lambda/n)^3 \) using DBR in the lateral directions, and total internal reflection (TIR) in the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 4.1.1(a). The suspended slab contained four as-grown quantum wells that provided the optical gain at telecommunication wavelength \( (\sim 1500\text{nm}) \). The laser was pumped optically, using a pump laser operating at lower wavelength \( (830\text{nm}) \). Furthermore, the pumped laser was pulsed with 4% duty cycle and the substrate was cooled to 143K to avoid excessive heating of the device. Owing to their planar nature, large arrays of PhCLs can be easily fabricated and lithographically tuned to operate at different wavelengths. This is a clear advantage over VCSELs, for example, which require epitaxial growth of a large number of Bragg-mirror layers using metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).

Following this first demonstration, the PhCL operating at room temperature with continuous wave (CW) optical excitation was demonstrated by the Lee group at KAIST in year 2000 [108]. In this work, a 2D photonic crystal slab containing semiconductor QWs was fabricated on a low-index \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) substrate to facilitate heat dissipation. The same group at KAIST later demonstrated the first electrically-driven PhCL in year 2004 [107]. The main difficulty associated with realization of electrically-driven PhCL was placement of electrodes close to the cavity to enable efficient carrier injection without inducing large optical losses due to metal absorption which can significantly reduce the cavity Q and be detrimental for the laser performance. In their work, the KAIST group solved the problem by leaving a small post at the center of the cavity supporting the 2D PhC slab, as shown in Fig. 4.1.1(b) and (c). The post acts as an electronic wire that delivers carriers directly in the center of the cavity without degrading the \( Q \) significantly.

Owing to their planar nature, PhCLs can easily be integrated with passive optical components. There are two main approaches demonstrated so far. The first
is based on the so-called buried heterostructure [109]: the as-grown InGaAsP quantum wells are first patterned into a quantum box and a passive InP layer is then re-grown on top of them, and the sample is planarized. The 2D-PhC cavity is then defined using e-beam lithography so that it spatially overlaps with the quantum wells. An optical waveguide is also realized in the same lithography step to enable efficient in-coupling of pump light and out-coupling of generated laser signal, as shown Fig. 4.1.2 (a) and (b). This compact structure not only greatly improves the pumping and collection efficiency through direct waveguide coupling, but also avoids the excessive heating. The second example makes use of planarising BCB polymer to bond III-V active materials onto a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer [110]. The process starts by defining an optical waveguide in the device layer of SOI, followed by planarization of the SOI wafer and bonding with III-V material. After the bonding, the PhCLs is fabricated in the active material, on top of the Si waveguide. In this way, PhC cavity is evanescently coupled to the silicon wav
uide, as shown in Fig. 4.1.2 (c) and (d), which facilitates in-and out-coupling of light. This approach has reduced coupling efficiency than the first, direct waveguide coupling, method, but in turn enables PhCL integration with silicon photonics.

The advantages of photonic crystal lasers go well beyond their small footprints and integration capacity. The most prominent advantage of PhCLs is that they require low threshold powers, mostly attributed to their small mode volumes and high Quality factors. Optical pumping thresholds have been reported to be on the order of one microwatt for semiconductor quantum well lasers [109, 111] and as low as tens of nanowatts for semiconductor quantum dot (QD) lasers [112, 113]. In the case of electrical pumping, threshold currents as low as 18nA have been reported, which is orders of magnitude smaller than other laser devices [114]. In fact, theory predicts that threshold-less lasing is achievable in an ideal single-mode PhC cavity fabricated in perfect 3D photonic crystal with omni-directional bandgap. In this case, radiative emission coupled to all non-lasing optical modes is prohibited [115, 116]. A detailed theoretical analysis of lasing thresholds of PhCLs is presented in the next section.

In addition to low thresholds, PhC lasers can also be driven with a high modulation speed: the high Q/V ratio of PhC cavities result in cavity Purcell effect, which extensively reduces the radiative lifetime of carriers [117]. A modulation speed that exceeds 100GHz has been demonstrated based on a 2D PhC laser [118]. This feature is especially important for information processing applications. Moreover, the design flexibility of PhC cavities allows tailoring the lasers’ polarizations [119] and far-field patterns [120]. Finally, the wavelength of PhCLs can be controllably tuned, by employing opto-mechanic effects [121] or liquid crystals [122].

4.2 Lasing Threshold of Photonic Crystal Lasers

It has been first predicted by Yamamoto et al. that a high spontaneous emission factor (β), defined as the fraction of spontaneous emission that couples to the lasing mode, is responsible for decreasing the lasing threshold [115]. In the ideal sce-
nario where the emitter does not suffer from non-radiative decay, a system with a $\beta = 1$ can achieve a fascinating effect: threshold-less lasing. This limit of $\beta$ equals unity can be achieved using two very different approaches, (i) by increasing the rate of spontaneous emission into the lasing mode, or (ii) by suppressing the spontaneous emission into all other non-lasing modes. Both approaches will be discussed in this work.

In conventional semiconductor lasers based on Fabry-Perot cavities for example, $\beta < 0.001$ due to a large number of cavity modes that are supported by the large cavity \[ \text{large cavity} \]. Larger $\beta$ factors can be achieved in microdisk lasers due to larger free-spectral range (FSR) of this geometry. For instance, for a small $2\mu \text{m}$-diameter microdisk lasing at $1.55\mu \text{m}$ wavelength, $\beta$ factor as high as $\sim 0.1$ was measured \[ \text{measured} \]. In contrast, as we will see, PhC cavity can be designed to have very few (or only one) cavity modes localized within the photonic bandgap. This extensively decreases the number of non-lasing modes coupled to the gain medium and increases $\beta$ factor. Furthermore, PhC bandgap can decrease the optical density of states within the gain spectrum, therefore reducing the coupling to other radiative modes.

4.2.1 Purcell effect and $\beta$ factor

First consider a basic model: a quantum emitter coupled with a single optical mode through cavity-induced interaction. Predicted by Purcell \[ \text{Purcell} \], the radiative lifetime of a quantum emitter located within a cavity can be altered. The dipole-cavity coupled system can be described using the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian \[ \text{Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian} \],

\[
\hat{H} = \hbar \omega \hat{\sigma}_z + \hbar \omega (\hat{a}^+ \hat{a} + \frac{1}{2}) + i\hbar g (\hat{\sigma}_- \hat{a}^+ + \hat{\sigma}_+ \hat{a})
\]

where the first and second term represent the dipole and photon energy respectively, and the third term represents the coupled energy between the dipole and the photon. $g$ is the Rabi frequency. Two decay channels can induce decoherence to the system: emitter’s non-radiative decay ($\gamma$) and photon’s cavity loss ($\kappa$). The
eigen-frequencies of the system can be derived as
\[ \omega_{\pm} = \frac{\omega_c + \omega_e}{2} \pm \sqrt{\frac{g^2}{2} + \left(\frac{\delta\omega}{2} - i\frac{\kappa - \gamma}{4}\right)^2 - \frac{i}{4}(\kappa + \gamma)} \quad (4.2) \]

To simplify the analysis, one can make the assumption that there is no frequency detuning between the emitter and the cavity \((\delta\omega = 0)\), and the loss rate induced by the cavity overtakes the loss of the emitter \((\gamma \ll \kappa)\). Then in the strong damping limit \((g \ll \kappa)\), the emitter loss rate can be evaluated as
\[ \Gamma_{sp} = 2\text{Im}\{\omega_{\pm}\} = \frac{4g^2}{\kappa} \quad (4.3) \]
where \(g^2\) is inversely proportional to \(V\), and \(\kappa\) is inversely proportional to \(Q\).

Two more assumptions are made: (i) the emitter is located at the optical mode’s field maximum, and (ii) the dipole’s oscillating direction is co-directional with the electric field. The Purcell factor can now be deduced by comparing Eq. 4.3 to the spontaneous emission rate of an emitter in a homogeneous medium with refractive index \(n_{\text{ref}}\).
\[ F = \frac{\Gamma_{sp}}{\Gamma_{sp,\text{free}}} = \frac{3}{4\pi^2} \frac{Q}{V/(\lambda/n_{\text{ref}})^3} \quad (4.4) \]

Note that all the foregoing derivations are under the assumption that \((\gamma \ll \kappa)\). However, for most solid-state emitters (bulk semiconductor, semiconductor QWs, etc.), non-radiative intraband transition is considerable at room temperature. For instance, the InGaAsP QWs have a homogeneous broadening of \(\sim 8.8\text{nm}\) at room temperature \([1111]\). Therefore, for high-\(Q\) cavity with \(Q\) factor larger than 1000, the cavity mode linewidth is much narrower than the electric transition spectrum. The Purcell factor should thus be modified to the more general expression:
\[ F = \frac{\Gamma_{sp}}{\Gamma_{sp,\text{free}}} = \frac{3}{4\pi^2} \frac{\lambda}{\Delta\lambda_M} \frac{1}{V/(\lambda/n_{\text{ref}})^3} \quad (4.5) \]
where \(\Delta\lambda_M = \max\{\Delta\lambda_e, \Delta\lambda_c\}\).

Eq. 4.5 applies to all models where the emitter is coupled to a single cavity mode.
In reality, more than one optical mode can interact with the emitter. For instance, considering an ideal 3D photon gas model, where the photon is confined by metallic boundaries in all the three dimensions, the frequency spacing between two neighboring modes is calculated as,

$$\Delta \omega_{FSR} = \frac{2\pi^2 c^3}{n_{ref}^3 V \omega^2}$$ (4.6)

Suppose the emitter spectrally overlaps with one of the cavity modes (mode \(o\) with double degeneracy) at \(\omega\), then Eq. 4.5 is only valid under the single mode condition when \(\Delta \omega_{FSR} \gg \Delta \omega\). If \(V\) is large enough, the mode spacing allows the emitter to couple to multiple modes, and the alteration ratio of the total spontaneous emission rate \((F)\) should include the sum of all these interactions, i.e.

$$F' = \frac{\Gamma_{sp}}{\Gamma_{sp,free}} = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} F_i.$$  

As \(V\) approaches infinity, the number of modes within the broadening \(\Delta \omega_M\) can be calculated as

$$N = \frac{\Delta \omega_M}{\Delta \omega_{FSR}} = 4\pi \frac{\Delta \lambda}{\lambda} \frac{V}{(\lambda/\text{ref})^3}$$

and the total spontaneous emission ratio \(F' \approx NF_o\) approaches unity, as expected [127].

For a dielectric cavity, in addition to the discrete cavity modes, the emitter also can couple to a continuum of radiative modes, which cannot be neglected. Thus, Eq. 4.5 should be corrected as

$$F = \frac{\Gamma_{sp}}{\Gamma_{sp,free}} = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} F_i + \zeta$$ (4.7)

where \(\zeta\) denotes the ratio of the emitter’s emission rate coupled to these radiative modes with respect to the emission rate in the homogeneous medium. If mode \(o\) denotes the lasing mode, the spontaneous emission factor \(\beta\) can be expressed as

$$\beta = \frac{\Gamma_{sp,o}}{\Gamma_{sp}} = \frac{F_o}{\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} F_i + \zeta} = \frac{F_o}{a}$$ (4.8)

where \(a\) is defined as \(a = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} F_i + \zeta\), which represents the spontaneous emission coupled to all the non-lasing modes.
4.2.2 Rate equations and lasing threshold

In this subsection, the lasing threshold is analyzed from the laser rate equations \[115\],

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dN}{dt} &= \gamma_{in} \tilde{F}_{in} V - \Gamma G(N) P - \frac{N}{\tau_r} - \frac{N}{\tau_{nr}} \\
\frac{dP}{dt} &= \Gamma G(N) P - \frac{P}{\tau_c} + \beta \frac{N}{\tau_r}
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.9)

where \(N\) and \(P\) are the carrier and photon density that are confined in the mode volume \(V\). \(\Gamma G(N) P\) represents the stimulated emission, where \(\Gamma\) is the confinement factor and \(G(N)\) is the gain coefficient. \(\tau_r\) and \(\tau_{nr}\) are the carrier radiative and non-radiative lifetime respectively. \(\tau_c\) is the photon's cavity lifetime. \(\tilde{F}_{in}\) is the pump flux (unit: \(s^{-1}\)) of either injected carriers or pumped photons, and \(\tilde{F}_{out} = P/\tau_{out} \times V\) is the lasing output flux, where \(\tau_{out}\) is the photon's out-coupling lifetime. Define \(\gamma_{in}\) as the pumping efficiency, and \(\gamma_{out} = \tau_c/\tau_{out}\) as the output coupling efficiency. At steady state, Eq. 4.9 can be written as,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\gamma_{in} \tilde{F}_{in} V}{\gamma_{out} V} &= \Gamma G(N) P + (F_o + a) \frac{N}{\tau_{r,free}} + \frac{N}{\tau_{nr}} \\
\frac{\tilde{F}_{out} \gamma_{out}}{\gamma_{out} V} &= \frac{P}{\tau_c} = \Gamma G(N) P + F_o \frac{N}{\tau_{r,free}}
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.10)

Solving Eq. 4.10 leads to

\[
P = F_o \frac{N}{\tau_{r,free}} \left[ \frac{1}{\tau_c} - \Gamma G(N) \right]^{-1}
\]

(4.11)

It is evident from Eq. 4.11 that, at steady state, the photon generation rate from the stimulated emission cannot exceed the photon cavity loss rate. Here define the saturation carrier density \((N_s)\) that satisfies the following equation, \(\Gamma G(N_s) = \frac{1}{\tau_c} = \frac{\alpha}{Q}\). As the carrier density approaches \(N_s\), the photon gain rate approaches the cavity loss rate, and the stimulated emission term overtakes other contributions in
the rate equations. In this saturation limit, all the pumped carriers predominantly recombine and emit to the lasing mode through stimulated emission, which results in a differential internal quantum efficiency of unity, or a linear light-in light-out (L-L) curve. In classical laser theory, this effect is also referred as "gain clamping" or "gain saturation" effect [128]. The rate equations in the saturation limit can be modified to

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\gamma_{\text{in}} \bar{F}_{\text{in}}}{V} &= \Gamma G(N_s)P + (F_o + a) \frac{N_i}{\tau_{r,\text{free}}} + \frac{N_i}{\tau_{nr}} \\
\frac{\bar{F}_{\text{out}}}{\gamma_{\text{out}} V} &= \frac{P}{\tau_c} = \Gamma G(N_s)P + F_o \frac{N_i}{\tau_{r,\text{free}}} 
\end{align*}
\]

(4.12)

The classical lasing threshold is defined as the pump level of the kink in L-L curve. From Eq. 4.12, the classical lasing threshold can be deduced as

\[
\bar{F}_{\text{th, classical}} = \left[ \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} F_i + \xi \right) \frac{N_i}{\tau_{r,\text{free}}} + \frac{N_i}{\tau_{nr}} \right] V / \gamma_{\text{in}}
\]

(4.13)

From Eq. 4.13, it is evident that the lasing threshold is dependent on multiple factors: (1) mode volume: the threshold scales linearly with mode volume; (2) saturation carrier density: \(N_s\) is inversely proportional to the Q factor. A high-Q cavity is desired to reduce \(N_s\), though an ultrahigh-Q (\(\sim 10^6\)) is not necessary; (3) coupling to other cavity modes: this term can be eliminated by properly designing a single-mode PhC cavity; (4) coupling to radiative modes: ideally one needs an omni-directional PBG, that is a 3D-PhC cavity, to eliminate this term [129]. However, an incomplete PBG has also been shown to be able to largely suppress this radiative coupling [130]; (5) non-radiative recombination: most of the non-radiative recombination in a PhCL arises from surface recombination and Auger recombination. For QW-based PhCLs, Surface recombination is especially prominent because of the many perforated holes in PhC structures; and (6) external pump efficiency. From Eq. 4.13, it is interesting to notice that, the classical lasing threshold is independent of the cavity mode's Purcell factor \(F_o\), though a
high $F_0$ results in a large $\beta$ factor.

It is also important to mention that there is another definition of the lasing threshold \[ l N_j \], which corresponds to the pump level at which the number of stimulated emitted photons starts to exceed the number of spontaneously emitted photons. In contrast to the classical threshold definition, this threshold is referred as "quantum threshold". From Eq. 4.10, the quantum threshold can be deduced,

$$\tilde{F}_{\text{th, quantum}} = \left[ 2F_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} F_i + \zeta \right] \frac{N_s}{\tau_{\text{r,free}}} + \frac{N_s}{\tau_{nr}} V/\gamma_{in} \quad (4.14)$$

where $N_q$ satisfies $\Gamma G(N_q) = \frac{1}{\tau_r} = \frac{\omega}{\Omega}$. It has a similar form as Eq. 4.13, with the exception that the quantum threshold increases as Purcell factor increases. This counter-intuitive effect can be explained as follows: at the quantum threshold condition, there are an equal number of photons emitted by spontaneous as by stimulated emission. The Purcell effect accelerates the spontaneous emission into the cavity mode. In order to reach the threshold condition for lasing in the presence of this effect, it is thus necessary to also increase the rate of stimulated emission.

To conclude, the ultimate low-threshold laser requires a cavity with small mode volume, relatively high $Q$ factor, single-mode operation, and high pumping efficiency. PhC cavities, with their flexibility in engineering the photonic band, offer the possibility to approach this ultimate goal.

4.3 Photonic Crystal Nanobeam Lasers

Photonic crystal nanobeam cavity is a type of 1D-PhC cavities. It is based on a ridge dielectric waveguide, with an array of perforated holes on top that form a PBG mirror \[ 132 \]. Photonic crystal nanobeam lasers \[ 133–135 \] recently have attracted a lot of interests because they can achieve high $Q/V$ factors while occupying smaller footprints than 2D-PhC \[ 136, 137 \] and 3D-PhC lasers \[ 129 \]. Furthermore, nanobeam cavities can be designed to have no mode degeneracy, compared
with other designs [125, 138, 139]. This is crucial for nanolasers to operate in the single-mode regime, which is the key to achieving a large $\beta$ factor and the reduction of lasing threshold.

### 4.3.1 Material System

There are many promising ways to realize a nanobeam photonic crystal laser. The one described here features semiconductor quantum wells (QWs) lattice-matched to an InP wafer. The QWs provide the optical gain. They contain four 8nm-thick compressively-strained $\text{In}_{0.58}\text{Ga}_{0.42}\text{As}$ layers, which are sandwiched in a 326nm thick $\text{In}_{0.33}(\text{Al}_{0.4}\text{Ga}_{0.6})_{0.47}\text{As}$ slab. Below the semiconductor QW slab, there is a 2$\mu$m thick InP sacrificial layer for selective wet etching. All the layers are grown with metal-organic chemical-vapor deposition (MOCVD) technique to minimize the crystalline defects [140].

![Figure 4.3.1: Layout of the material system of the semiconductor QWs sample used to realize nanobeam laser. The energy band of the semiconductor QWs are sketched on the right hand side.](image)

The ratio of III-V components in the semiconductor QWs results in a 0.32% in-plane compressive strain while satisfying the lattice-matching condition. This compressive strain shifts the heavy-hole (HH) state to lie on top of the light-hole (LH) state, which leads to a dominantly TE-polarized gain. The TE-polarized modes favor vertical light emissions compared to the TM-polarized modes, and therefore are more suitable for surface-emitting lasers. Fig. 4.3.2(b) shows the photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the sample. The emission spectrum ranges
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Figure 4.3.2: (a) Energy band diagram of electrons, light holes (LH) and heavy holes (HH) bands of the semiconductor QWs. (b) The PL emission spectrum of the quaternary QWs peaks at about $1.59\mu m$.

from $1.40\mu m$ to $1.65\mu m$, and peaks at $1.59\mu m$.

4.3.2 Cavity design

The photonic crystal nanobeam design is based on a suspended ridge waveguide with an array of identical holes, which forms a PBG mirror. The refractive index of the dielectric is 3.5 (the index of InAlGaAs/InGaAs QWs at $1.55\mu m$). The ridge is $500nm$ wide and $330nm$ thick, the periodicity of the holes is $a = 400nm$, and the hole’s radius is set to be $r = 0.3a$ to optimize the bandgap.

Figure 4.3.3: Layout of the photonic crystal nanobeam cavity design.

Introducing a lattice grading to the periodic structure creates a localized poten-
tial for the fundamental TE-polarized mode. To optimize the mode’s Q factor, the bandgap-tapering technique [90, 141] is employed for suppressing the scattering losses that take place at the interface between the cavity section and the mirror section [56]. This design contains a four-segment tapered section with holes $R_1 - R_4$ and a 12-segment mirror section at each side of the cavity, as shown in Fig. 4.3.3. Two degrees of freedom are available to modify each tapered segment: the width $w_k$ and the radius $r_k$. We keep the ratio $r_k/w_k$ fixed at each segment and implement a linear interpolation of the grating constant $2\pi/w_k$. When the central segment $w_4$ is set to $0.72a$, a cavity mode is obtained to resonate at $1.59\mu m$ with an ultrahigh Q factor above 8,000,000, and a very small mode volume of $0.28(\lambda/n)^3$ [Fig. 4.3.4(a)]. The ultrahigh Q factors can also be explained by looking at the momentum space of the cavity mode. Fig. 4.3.4(b) and (c) demonstrate the spatial Fourier transformation (FT) of the electric field components $E_x$ and $E_z$ in the $xz$ plane ($y = 0$), with the light cone indicated by the white circle. It can be seen that both modes’ Fourier components are localized tightly at the bandedge of the Brillouin zone on the $k_z$ axis: $k_z = \pi/a$. This minimizes the amount of mode energy within the light cone that is responsible for scattering losses [71].

In addition to this fundamental mode, the cavity supports another mode at a longer wavelength $1.72\mu m$ with a larger mode volume of $0.67(\lambda/n)^3$. This is an extended mode with a node at the center of the cavity, as shown in Fig. 4.3.4(d). This mode resonates at a wavelength outside the gain spectrum of the quantum wells, and therefore does not affect the single-mode operation of our laser.

4.3.3 Fabrication

The nanobeam pattern is defined using a negative e-beam lithography resist [Hydrogen Silsesquioxane (HSQ)]. The e-beam resist is spun on the surface with a spinning speed of 3000rpm resulting in a thickness of $\sim 100 - 150nm$. The resist is subsequently cross-linked using a STS Elionix ELS-7000 e-beam writer at an acceleration voltage of 100kV and a beam current of 100pA.

Next, the pattern is transferred to the substrate with inductively coupled plasma
reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) using BCl$_3$/CH$_4$/Ar/HBr chemistry at 180°C. This anisotropic etching creates a mesa extended to the sacrificial layer. Hydrofluoric acid (HF) is then used to dissolve the e-beam resist. Finally the InP sacrificial layer is selectively wet-etched by HCl:H$_2$O = 3 : 1 solution. The crystal orientation dependent etch rate is about 100 – 120nm/s at 8°C, which leads to an etch time of 40s for a completely suspended nanobeam structure. Fig. 4.3.5 shows the scanning electron micrographs of an array of fabricated nanobeam lasers. The two pads are designed to support the suspended PhC structures.
Figure 4.3.5: Scanning electron micrographs of the fabricated photonic crystal nanobeam lasers.

4.3.4 Characterization

The devices are optically pumped at room temperature using a 660nm pulsed laser diode. The pulse width is 9ns at a 300kHz repetition rate, which corresponds to a duty cycle of 0.27%. The pump beam is focused to the sample surface via a 100X objective lens, and the emitted light is collected via the same objective lens and analyzed using optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), near-infrared (NIR) camera, and a InGaAs detector.

Figure 4.3.6: Illustration of the characterization setup.

In Fig. 4.3.7(a) we show the L-L (Light-in, Light-out) curve for one of the measured devices. It can be seen that there is no pronounced kink near the threshold. This soft turn-on of the laser indicates a large $\beta$ factor. The lasing images taken at different pump levels, using the NIR camera, show that the emission spot is well
confined to the center of the nanobeam, which unambiguously proves that the lasing is from the localized defect mode. Fig. 4.3.7(b) shows the lasing spectrum near the threshold. The spectrum is fitted with a Lorentzian function with a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.11 nm, which corresponds to a Q factor of 15,000. The Q factor is likely limited by the resolution of the OSA used.

**Figure 4.3.7:** (a) Laser emitted power as a function of the incident pump power. The emission profiles obtained from the camera at different pump levels are shown on the right. (b) The spectrum of the emitted light near the threshold. (c) Output lasing power as a function of the pump beam position. The pattern of the nanobeam is superimposed as the background of the picture. (d) Polarization dependence of the lasing mode.

In addition, Fig. 4.3.7(c) shows the dependence of the output power on the pump beam position by scanning the sample in $xy$ plane using a piezo-actuated stage with a spatial resolution of 6 nm. As the pump beam is moved away from the center of the cavity, the beam intensity decreases rapidly and finally vanishes. This is a further confirmation of emission from the localized mode of the cavity instead of extended band-edge emission. Here the pump spot is much bigger than the cavity mode, so the cavity mode samples the pump beam. Therefore, Fig. 4.3.7(c) shows the shape of the pump spot as opposed to the profile of the lasing mode. This also allows us to evaluate the effective pump power, that is, the overlap of the pump
beam with the nanobeam, which is reported in Fig. 4.3.7 (a). An effective threshold of 84 \mu W is evaluated for this nanobeam laser, whereas the total power threshold measured behind the objective lens is 812 \mu W. The threshold power is even smaller, considering that not all the pump power incident onto the nanobeam is absorbed by the cavity. Finally, Fig. 4.3.7 (d) shows the polarization dependence of the laser emission. The emission is polarized along x-axis as expected, and exhibits a large polarization ratio of \sim 10.

Next, the behaviors of this photonic crystal nanobeam laser is analyzed by fitting to the rate equation that is similar to Eq. 4.10,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\gamma_{\text{in}}}{V} \frac{\tilde{F}_{\text{in}}}{V} &= \Gamma G(N)P + AN + (F_0 + \xi)BN^2 + CN^3 \\
\frac{\tilde{F}_{\text{out}}}{\gamma_{\text{out}}} &= \frac{P}{\tau_c} = \Gamma G(N)P + F_0BN^2
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.15)

where \( AN, (F_0 + a)BN^2 \) and \( CN^3 \) represent the carrier loss rate through surface recombination, radiative recombination and Auger recombination, respectively. For this nanobeam cavity, \( \xi \) is evaluated as 0.91 through FDTD simulation. The lasing mode’s Purcell factor is estimated to be \( \sim 26 \), with taking into account the QW’s homogeneous broadening at room temperature and the spatial overlap between the active medium and the optical mode. For other parameters, typical values for InP-based quantum wells at room temperature are applied [142].

Fig. 4.3.8 shows the measured \( L-L \) in log-log scale along with curves obtained from rate equations for different Purcell factors and spontaneous emission factors \( (\beta) \). It can be seen that the experimental data are in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction of \( F_0 \sim 25 \) and \( \beta = 0.97 \). This is in good agreement with the theoretical estimation of Purcell factor.
Figure 4.3.8: Log-log plot of the $L-L$ curve (dots), with predictions from the rate equations using different $\beta$ factors (solid lines).

4.4 PHOTONIC CRYSTAL DISK LASERS

PhCLs based on 1D-PhC nanobeams and 2D-PhC slabs have proved to make good surface-emitter nanolasers with low threshold and high modulation speeds, but they have a few drawbacks. First, the footprint of the photonic crystal lasers is limited by the multiple periodic Bragg layers used to confine the cavity mode. Second, most photonic crystal cavities rely on suspended semiconductor membranes to provide a good index contrast, which makes efficient electrical injection of carriers into the cavity mode difficult. Microdisk lasers, on the other hand, rely on whispering gallery mode pinned via total internal reflection to the boundary of the disk. They offer a platform for very compact electrically-driven lasers, with footprint on the order of optical wavelength. However, the whispering gallery mode travels through the whole circular edge of the microdisk, and therefore results in a relatively large mode volume. Furthermore, the whispering gallery mode does not emit vertically, which makes the collection of photons difficult. Normally evanescent coupling via a tapered fiber is used to collect the emitted photons efficiently. This makes integration of large arrays...
of microdisk lasers problematic. To overcome this, vertically-emitting microdisk laser uses a second-order metallic grating atop to extract the light out [148].

**Figure 4.4.1:** (a) Schematic of photonic crystal disk laser and (b) fabricated photonic crystal disk laser. The device can be viewed as a hybrid between (c) microdisk laser and (d) photonic crystal nanobeam laser with photonic crystal folded back to minimize the transmission losses.

In this section, we demonstrate nanolasers operated at room temperature based on a novel type of nanocavities, which combines the properties of microdisk and photonic crystal lasers. It incorporates an array of holes at the perimeter of the microdisk, in order to confine the whispering gallery mode in a limited angular range within a small mode volume. The design can also be understood as a photonic crystal nanobeam cavity [Fig. 4.4.1(d)] [133–135] bent into a disk [Fig. 4.4.1(a)]. In this way, Bragg mirrors at each end of the nanobeam are combined in one curved Bragg mirror. Therefore, the number of holes can be decreased because the transmission losses are cycled through the disk, which reduces the device footprint.

We start our design with a 2.56μm diameter, 325nm thick microdisk that supports a resonance of TE<sub>1,10</sub> mode at 1750nm. Next, we add 20 holes with equal angular spacing around the perimeter of the disk. This causes the two degenerate TE<sub>1,10</sub> modes, which propagate in clockwise and counter-clockwise direction, to split into two standing-wave modes: one mode with its field concentrated in the dielectric whereas the other in the hole region, as shown in Fig. 4.4.2(b) and (c). These modes are similar to the modes of microgear cavities [149]. In anal-
ogy to photonic crystals, these two modes correspond to the dielectric band-edge and air band-edge. Between these bandedges, the propagation of $\text{TE}_{s,10}$ mode is forbidden. In order to maximize the bandgap width, and thereby optimize the azimuthal confinement, we place the center of the holes at electric field maximum. Fig. 4.4.2(a) shows the band-edge wavelength and normalized bandgap width (ratio of the gap width to the midgap wavelength) as a function of the hole radius. It can be seen that the bandgap is maximized at $97\text{nm}$, and the center of the bandgap is at $\sim 1\text{550nm}$. We emphasize that the bandgap is not complete: there are higher-order modes with different radial field distribution that may exist in the wavelength of interest.

Next, we introduce the defect region to the disk, by modifying the hole-to-hole angular spacing as well as the holes’ radii. The final structure is shown in Fig. 4.4.1(b), where there are 11 identical holes on the bottom half acting as Bragg mirrors, and 10 tapered holes on the top half to localize the mode while suppressing the scattering losses [90]. The cavity mode resonates at $1\text{546nm}$, and, without considering material losses, has a $Q$ factor of $1.0 \times 10^4$, and a modal volume of $0.52(\lambda/n)^3$. The mode volume is on the same order of photonic crystal nanobeam cavities [133–135].

---

**Figure 4.4.2:** (a) Bandedge wavelength as a function of the radius of holes on photonic crystal disk (black), with the bandgap shaded in bronze. The green curve shows the corresponding normalized bandgap width. (b)(c) Resonant mode profiles at bandedge of $H_z$ component, for dielectric-band (b) and air-band mode (c), respectively.
Figure 4.4.3: (a)(b) Images of photonic crystal disk and microdisk lasers with different scaling factors. (c)(d) Electric field density profiles of photonic crystal disk modes. (e) Experimental results of lasing wavelength dependence on diameter of photonic crystal disks (black-dot and red-dot) and microdisks (blue-dot and green-dot). The solid curves show the mode wavelength dependence obtained using simulations. (f)(g) Electric field density profiles of microdisk modes.

Our cavities are fabricated on commercial InP substrate. A $325\text{nm}$ thick $\text{In}_{0.53}(\text{Al}_{0.4} \text{Ga}_{0.6})_{0.47}\text{As}$ layer is epitaxially grown atop using metal-organic chemical vapor deposition. It contains four compressively strained $\text{In}_{0.58}\text{Ga}_{0.42}\text{As}$ quantum wells, which support TE-polarized gain covering the wavelength range from $1480\text{nm}$ to $1650\text{nm}$. The pattern is defined with electron-beam lithography. The pattern is subsequently transferred to $\text{In}_{0.53}(\text{Al}_{0.4} \text{Ga}_{0.6})_{0.47}\text{As}$ slab and InP substrate with inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching. The disk structure is finally realized by selectively wet etching the mesa with $3:1$ HCl:H$_2$O solution [Fig. 4.4.3 (a)]. We also fabricate microdisk without perforated holes with the same diameter to compare the results [Fig. 4.4.3 (b)]. The two arrays are scaled linearly in size to vary the cavities’ resonant wavelengths.

The devices are optically pumped at room temperature using a $980\text{nm}$ semiconductor laser, with $10\text{ns}$ pulses and $400\text{kHz}$ repetition rate. The pump beam is focused to a $3\mu\text{m}$ diameter spot using a $100\times$ objective lens. The effective pump power is estimated with power measurement after the objective, while taking in
account the spatial overlap between the pump beam and the lasing mode. The emission beam is collected through the same objective lens from the top, and analyzed with an InGaAs detector filtered by a monochromator.

For both photonic crystal disks and microdisks, Fig. 4.4.3 (e) depicts the lasing wavelength as a function of the diameter of the disk, where modes (c) and (d) are photonic crystal disk modes, and modes (f) and (g) are microdisk modes. It shows good agreement with simulation results plotted in solid lines, which verifies the lasing mode (c) is of the designed defect mode. We note that by controlling the position of the pump spot, lasing from two different photonic crystal disk modes could be obtained in some structures [Fig. 4.4.3(e)]. The nanolaser, however, does operate in single-mode regime in both cases (only one mode lases at one time). We also note that the two microdisk lasing modes are not the fundamental TE $\mu_1$ modes, but the higher-order TE $\nu_2$, and TE $\nu_3$ modes. These modes have a node of electric field in the radial direction. The fundamental modes cannot be collected from top, because it emits in in-plane directions [147].

Next, we study the properties of the designed photonic crystal disk mode from one single device [Fig. 4.4.4(a)]. Fig. 4.4.4(b) shows the lasing power as a function of the effective pump power (also known as $L-L$ curve), in comparison with a microdisk laser emitting at the same wavelength. The injection efficiencies are estimated to be 1.74% and 4.36% for photonic crystal disk mode and microdisk mode, respectively. From Fig. 4.4.4(b), the photonic crystal disk lasers have much better extraction efficiencies than microdisk lasers. We believe that this efficiency can be further boosted with subtle far-field engineering of photonic crystals [150]. Inset plots the spectrum at 3.2 times the threshold power of photonic crystal disk mode, which shows clear single-mode lasing emission. In Fig. 4.4.4(c) we plot the $L-L$ curve for the photonic crystal disk laser in log-log scale (black dots), along with the $L-L$ curves obtained from rate equations for different spontaneous emission factors ($\beta$). The experimental data show good agreement with a $\beta$ factor of 0.087. More than ten-fold reduction in $\beta$-factor of this laser compared to nanobeam laser [133] can be attributed to the existence of higher-order modes. In Fig. 4.4.4(d)
Figure 4.4.4: (a) Images of fabricated photonic crystal disk from scanning electron microscope. (b) Light-in light-out curve for photonic crystal disk laser and microdisk laser, respectively. Inset shows the spectrum of photonic crystal disk lasers at $\times$ lasing threshold. (c) Log-log plot of the photonic crystal disk laser’s $L-L$ curve (black-dots). The solid curves show $L-L$ curves deduced from rate equations with different $\beta$ factors. (d) Lineshape of the lasing mode above threshold (red-dot), fitted with a Lorentzian line function (red-solid). Inset shows the emission profile taken from an infrared camera.

We show the lasing spectrum of the photonic crystal disk lasers slightly above the lasing threshold ($1.1 \times$ threshold). It has a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.26 nm, which corresponds to a Quality factor of $\sim 6000$. The Quality factor is limited by the resolution of the monochromator. Free-carrier absorption is also known to decrease the $Q$ factor extensively below its passive value [144]. We also show the lasing emission profile of the photonic crystal disk laser in the inset of Fig. 4.4.4(d), which is taken from a near-infrared camera. Finally, we note that linewidth narrowing effect above threshold could not be observed, due to the strong heating effects in nanolasers, as previously reported [134].

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel type of photonic crystal lasers,
which takes advantage of both microdisk and photonic crystal geometries, and has a small footprint, small mode volume, and high extraction efficiency.

4.5 **Graphene-contacted micro-LED**

4.5.1 **Introduction**

Developing an electrically driven nanolaser is critical to making nanolaser a competitive technology. However, most of the nanolasers previously reported were optically pumped with another laser diode, with few exceptions [107, 114]. The big obstacle lies in configuring the electrical contacts to the optical cavity in order to effectively inject carriers into the cavity mode, but the large absorption of conventional metal or indium tin oxide (ITO) contacts will degrade the cavity’s Quality factor dramatically, and prevent the lasing behavior.

Graphene, the one-atomic-thick layer of carbon atoms that are aligned in a honeycomb crystal lattice, on the other hand, has both high optical transparency over visible and infrared wavelengths and high electrical conductivity, and thus is an ideal material candidate for transparent conducting electrodes. Graphene has already been applied in devices, such as light emitting diodes [151], photovoltaic cells [152], and liquid crystal displays [153]. In addition, graphene has extremely high mechanical flexibility, and can conform to a patterned surface over large areas. Therefore, we believe, graphene could provide a promising solution to electrically driven nanolasers. In this section, we first demonstrated graphene-contacted LEDs based on microdisk structures.

4.5.2 **Preparation and characterization of graphene**

Our graphene is grown on single-crystalline copper foil with chemical vapor deposition [154]. A thin layer of PMMA (495-A4) is spun onto the graphene, and the PMMA/graphene film is then released in a copper etchant (FeCl₃) bath, and subsequently transferred onto the receiving substrate in deionized water environ-
Figure 4.5.1: (a) Optical microscopic image of a graphene sheet transferred on a SiO$_2$ substrate. (b) Confocal Raman spectrum of monolayer graphene. (c) Optical micrograph of a photo-lithography-patterned graphene after O$_2$ plasma treatment. (d) Confocal Raman mapping of the patterned graphene. The Raman signal is spectrally integrated at G line and G’ line respectively. The white square in Fig. 4.5.1(c) indicates the spatial scanning range.

Finally, the PMMA layer could be gently removed with acetone vapor.

In Fig. 4.5.1(a), we show the optical microscopic image of a graphene sheet transferred on a SiO$_2$ substrate. The substrate area with graphene atop shows a slightly different color compared to the bare substrate area. The quality of the graphene is tested using confocal Raman spectroscopy. The Raman signal is obtained with a pump laser of $\lambda = 532$nm focused on the substrate. Fig. 4.5.1(b) shows the Raman spectrum of the transferred graphene on SiO$_2$ substrate, with two pronounced peaks identified as the G band at 1580cm$^{-1}$ and the G’ band at 2700cm$^{-1}$. The low G to G’ peak intensity ratio ($\sim 0.7$) and the narrow linewidth of the G’ line ($\sim 45$cm$^{-1}$) are signatures of monolayer graphene [155].

The graphene film can be patterned with lithography and oxygen plasma treatment (20 sccm, 100 watt, 1 minute), as shown in Fig. 4.5.1(c). Confocal Raman mapping of the patterned graphene, demonstrated in Fig. 4.5.1(d) and (e), verifies the graphene exposed to O$_2$ plasma is etched away. The Raman signal is spectrally integrated at G line and G’ line respectively. The spatial scanning range is indicated...
by the white square in Fig. 4.5.1 (c).

**Figure 4.5.2:** (a) Optical micrograph of patterned graphene stripe for resistivity measurement. (b) Graphene resistance of various lengths. The width of the stripe is fixed at $100 \mu m$. The black dash line shows the linear fitting of the measured data, resulting in a graphene resistivity of $2.45 k\Omega/square$, and a contact resistance to be $1.80 k\Omega$.

Next, we characterize the electronic properties of the graphene film. The receiving substrate is a silicon substrate covered with a $500 nm$ thick SU-8 photoresist that acts as the insulating layer. In order to measure the resistivity of graphene, the graphene is patterned into a $100 \mu m$ wide stripe, as shown in Fig. 4.5.2 (a). The resistance of the graphene stripe whose length varies from $50 \mu m$ to $250 \mu m$ is measured with palladium / gold ($25 nm / 150 nm$) contact. By fitting the resistance measured with various length / width ratio, as shown in Fig. 4.5.2, the resistivity of graphene is evaluated to be $2.45 k\Omega$ / square, and the contact resistance to be $1.80 k\Omega$.

### 4.5.3 Fabrication and Measurement of Graphene-Contacted Micro-LED

We adopt the simple prototype of microdisk structures to demonstrate graphene-contacted light-emitting devices. Fig. 4.5.3 (a)-(d) shows the fabrication procedure of the proposed graphene injected micro-LED. The heterostructures have been grown epitaxially on n-doped InP substrates by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition, in order to provide the optical gain of the laser. A heavily p-doped
InP/InGaAs layer caps the quantum wells to provide efficient hole injection.

First, the microdisk with a radius of $2.2 \mu m$ is defined with negative HSQ e-beam resist (Dow Corning Co., XR-1541). The pattern is transferred to the substrate with reactive ion etching. The etching depth is measured by scanning electron microscopy to be $\sim 750 nm$. Next, a 650nm thick SiO$_2$ layer and a 100nm thick Ti(10nm) / Au(80nm) / Pd(10nm) metal contact are deposited around the micropost, to provide the top contacts that are insulated from the substrate. The distance between the microdisk and the SiO$_2$/metal sidewall is kept to be of $2 - 4 \mu m$. At this distance, the metal does not affect the optical mode. Subsequently, the microdisk is finalized with selective wet etching in HCl/H$_2$O = 3 : 1 bath at 4°C for 2 minutes. The thin post supporting the microdisk also provides the current path for electrical injection. Finally, a PMMA/graphene film is transferred to the sample, and patterned by e-beam lithography and oxygen plasma. Fig. 4.5.3 (e) and (f) show the scanning electron micrograph and optical micrograph of the microdisk after wet etching. Fig. 4.5.3 (g) shows the configuration of the final sample with patterned graphene on top.

We characterize the I-V characteristics of the fabricated microdisk structure. DC voltage is applied between the Au contact and the bottom of the substrate. The I-V curve of the the microdisk structure, as shown in Fig. 4.5.4, is in consistency with the p-i-n diode. We collect light emission from the microdisk with 100X objective lens, and monitor with an IR camera. The emission images are shown in the inset of Fig. 4.5.4. The turn-on voltage of the electroluminescence is measured at 0.8 volts, and the intensity of the electroluminescence increases as the voltage increases. The edge of the SiO$_2$/Au sidewall at the vicinity of the microdisk can also be seen from light scattering.

4.6 Conclusion and outlook

In this chapter, we introduced the basic concepts needed for development of photonic crystal lasers. As illustrated by the rate equation analysis, PhC cavities are an
ideal platform for the realization of the ultimate low-threshold nano-lasers, since they can support a single mode operation with a high Quality factor and a small mode volume across the gain spectrum. Furthermore, the high $Q/V$ factor leads to a strong cavity Purcell effect, which enables high-speed operation of directly-modulated lasers. Two examples of photonic crystal lasers, which operate with pulsed optical pumping at room temperature, are then demonstrated. The photonic crystal nanobeam laser shows a high spontaneous emission factor of 0.97 due to its single-mode nature; the photonic crystal disk laser has a small device footprint and higher collection efficiency than microdisk lasers.

During the last decade we witnessed rapid progress in the development of photonic crystal lasers: the reduced lasing threshold attributed to its PhC cavity’s small mode volume and high $Q$ factor and the nano-scale footprint, the
boosted modulation speed resulting from Purcell effect \[109, 118\], the controllable laser polarizations \[119\], the wavelength tunability integrated with optomechanics \[121\], and so forth. Extensive research has revealed interesting underlying physics, including the strong coupling limit of cavity QED \[112\], and has also inspired applications such as those in bio-chemical sensing \[156\].

Nevertheless, several challenges still remain to be solved. First, the current state-of-the-art technologies cannot produce photonic crystal lasers that operate at the designed wavelength, due to fabrication imperfections. This is especially important when the gain medium consists of quantum emitters with a very narrow gain spectrum (semiconductor QD, for instance). Second, while a couple of electrically driven PhCLs have been reported so far \[107, 114\], the reliable production of the large-scale electrically pumped PhCL array calls for more research efforts. Finally, PhCLs need to find a niche in the commercial market for applications ranging from bio-chemical sensors to on-chip interconnects.
Photonic crystal cavities with high Quality factors ($Q$s) are capable of extending the lifetime of cavity photons confined within mode volumes ($V$) of the order of a cubic-wavelength, and hence can greatly enhance the interaction between electromagnetic fields and matter. Recently, high $Q/V$ photonic crystal cavities have been extensively investigated with various geometries at optical frequencies, acting as a powerful platform for studying cavity quantum electrodynamics (cQED) \[157\] and developing a myriad of nano-photonic devices. Yet few photonic crystal cavities have been reported at microwave frequencies $[158\textnormal{–}163]$. A high $Q/V$ microwave cavity is demanded for a number of applications. In
atomic physics, a single Rydberg atom coupled to a single photon is the fundamental system for cavity QED studies, especially when one reaches the interesting strong coupling regime where energy can be coherently exchanged between the two. For strong coupling to occur, the atom-photon coupling rate $g$ (inversely proportional to square root of $V$) must exceed both the photon leakage rate (inversely proportional to $Q$) and the atom decoherence rate. Since the frequency difference of Rydberg states is in the microwave region [164], a high $Q/V$ microwave cavity is crucial to achieve this type of coupling. Strong coupling in Rydberg atoms has been previously observed in large-scale Fabry-Perot cavities and superconducting circuits [164, 165]. Photonic crystal cavities, in contrast, offer an alternative platform that is more compact and can be operated at room temperature.

Secondly, given the cavity’s intrinsic field enhancement factor, there are also significant advantages in practical applications such as tunable microwave filters and antennas, where the efficiency of a radiator can be significantly improved by coupling with the cavity mode [166]; fluorescence microscopy for biological systems, where a high $Q/V$ microwave cavity can be used to control the temperature and drive the biological reactions [167]; resonance-enhanced microwave detectors [159]; particle accelerators [161, 162]; and refractive index sensors.

In this chapter, we have designed and experimentally demonstrated an all-dielectric photonic crystal microwave cavity. The cavity can be fabricated with a variety of materials using conventional machining techniques. We report a cavity mode at 17.4 GHz with a very small mode volume limited to about one cubic-wavelength and a record-high $Q$-factor of 26,400 at room temperature. Besides the high $Q/V$ factor, the defect mode has a TM-polarized electric field concentrated in the air region [168], as opposed to most photonic crystal cavities designs with TE-polarized electric field concentrated in the host dielectric [141]. These features are crucial for effectively coupling microwaves to matter in a number of applications. Moreover, when a center-fed antenna is placed inside the cavity acting as a radiating dipole, we observe a strong signature of the cavity’s Purcell enhancement factor. In summary, we believe this type of device offers great promise for studying cavity QED phenomena as well as for enabling novel applications at
microwave frequencies.

5.2 Design

The structure we propose starts from a so-called rectangular dielectric rod waveguide with a periodic array of circular holes, as shown in Fig. 5.2.1 (a) [96, 97, 132, 133, 141]. We choose a refractive index of 3.1 for the rod, which corresponds to the refractive index of alumina (Al$_2$O$_3$) at microwave frequencies. The rectangular waveguide has an aspect ratio (thickness/width) of $2:1$, and supports a fundamental TM-polarized mode with its major component aligned along the y-axis [Fig. 5.2.1 (c)]. From our previous work [141], introducing a suitable periodic array of holes in the bulk materials of this high aspect-ratio waveguide results in a relatively wide bandgap for TM-polarized modes. Here we select the thickness to be $w = 4.72$ mm, depth $h = 9.43$ mm, and hole periodicity $a = 4.15$ mm. The radius of the holes is chosen as $r = 1.25$ mm.

Next, we introduce a defect region into the cavity by gradually increasing the periodicity (hole-to-hole distance) and hole diameter for each segment starting from a pair of outer holes and symmetrically moving towards the center. When the feature size of a segment is enlarged, the band-gap is red-shifted, resulting in a graded photonic band, as shown in Fig. 5.2.1 (b). This allows confining an air-band mode in the defect region: the air-band mode is coupled to the evanescent Bloch modes within the band-gaps at each end, effectively trapping it between a pair of Bragg mirrors.

A three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) code was used to calculate the resonant frequency and the $Q$ factor of the cavity mode. On each side of the cavity we introduce 10 segments with progressive tapering of the hole diameter and spacing, in order to adiabatically couple the cavity mode to the evanescent Bloch mode. This adiabatic process is tuned to suppress the scattering loss resulting from the effective index mismatch between the two modes [56, 90]. Without material losses, the cavity mode has an ultra-high $Q$ factor of 2,500,000, limited by
scattering alone ($Q = Q_{sc}$). The cavity mode profiles are shown in Fig. 5.2.1 (d), where the $E_y$ component is plotted at the mirror plane of $y$-axis and $x$-axis, respectively. The tapered section’s parameters are tailored to localize an air-band mode resonating at $17.4\,\text{GHz}$ by maximizing confinement along the $z$-axis, which results in a small cavity mode volume. As expected from the general features of air-band modes, the electric field concentrates in the air-region. However, the maximum of the electric field density $[\varepsilon |E|^2]$ is not in the air region, so we define the effective cavity mode volume as,

$$V_{\text{eff}} = \int \frac{\varepsilon |E|^2 \, dV}{|E_{\text{max, air}}|^2} \quad (5.1)$$

where $E_{\text{max, air}}$ is the electric field maximum in the air region, located at the center of the cavity. For our cavity we found an effective mode volume of $0.99\lambda^3$.

The cavity mode is normally excited from an external waveguide port. The amount of energy stored ($U$) is proportional to the launched power ($P_0$) \cite{169},
$$U = \frac{2}{\omega_o} Q^2 P_o$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)$$

In Eq. 5.2 $Q_w$ denotes the quality factor responsible for the field energy leakage from the cavity section via the dielectric waveguide. The total cavity quality factor $Q_c$ including material losses, can be written as

$$\frac{1}{Q} = \frac{1}{Q_c} + \frac{1}{Q_m} + \frac{1}{Q_w}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)$$

where $Q_c$ accounts for scattering losses due to mode mismatch in the tapered section and $Q_m$ for material losses in the dielectric. Substituting Eq. 5.2 into Eq. 5.1, we have

$$U = U_{\text{max}} = \frac{P_o}{\omega_o} Q$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)$$

when $Q_w = \frac{Q_c Q_m}{Q_c + Q_m}$. Therefore, for given $Q_c$ and $Q_m$, it is important to tune $Q_w$ by fixing the number of Bragg mirror pairs on each side of the resonator so as to achieve optimal critical coupling conditions by satisfying Eq. 5.4.

### 5.3 Fabrication and Measurement

The resonator was fabricated with ultra-high purity alumina from Coorstek (AD998 PlasmaPure). This material has a relatively high refractive index of 3.1 at microwave frequencies and very small dielectric losses. Dielectric losses are important as they ultimately limit the quality factor of the resonator. The material that we use has a nominal loss factor of $\tan(\delta) = 2.5 \times 10^{-5}$ at 6GHz, which results in $Q_m = 44,000$. For our device, we put 14 Bragg mirror pairs at each side, which corresponds to $Q_w = 210,000$. Therefore, the total $Q$ factor is expected to be 36,000. Fabrication was done with standard computer-numerical-control (CNC) milling techniques, with a nominal positional accuracy of $\sim 10\mu m$ for each hole.

The fabricated structure is shown in Fig. 5.3.1 (a), and the setup used for our two-port transmittance measurements in Fig. 5.3.1 (b). The device was connected
Figure 5.3.1: (a) Images of the fabricated alumina cavity with slant sections at both ends to facilitate coupling to metallic waveguides. (b) Setup for transmittance measurement. (c) Coupling components between the metallic waveguide and the dielectric rod.

to a network analyzer via conventional WR62 microwave waveguides placed at each end. Because of the geometrical mismatch between the metallic waveguide (15.8mm × 7.9mm) and our dielectric waveguide resonator (4.72mm × 9.43mm), we designed slant sections at both ends of the resonator to allow partial insertion into the WR62 waveguide and thereby facilitate coupling [Fig. 5.3.1(c)]. In Fig. 5.3.2(a), we show the amplitude spectrum from the transmission measurement. It demonstrates a large bandgap from 15.4GHz to 17.7GHz, which is consistent with the theory. The transmission coefficient of the cavity mode can be generally fitted using a Fano model \([170, 171]\),

\[
t = A \left[ \eta \exp(i\phi) + \frac{1}{1 + i \frac{\Delta \omega}{\Delta \omega_{FWHM}/2}} \right] \tag{5.5}
\]
where $A$ is a constant representing system loss, $\eta^*$ denotes the ratio of power coupled to other channels (direct transmission, higher-order modes, etc.), $\phi$ is the phase difference, $\omega_0$ is the resonant frequency, and $\Delta \omega_{FWHM}$ is the cavity full-width half-maximum linewidth.

Figure 5.3.2: (a) Amplitude spectrum with a large frequency range from 15GHz to 18GHz, showing the bandgap of the structure. (b) Amplitude and phase spectra of the cavity mode from the transmittance measurement. The dashed curves are fitted with Eq. 5.5.

Unlike most photonic crystal cavity experiments at optical frequencies, here both amplitude and phase of the transmittance can be obtained. By varying the position of the resonator with respect to the waveguide ports, both $\eta$ and $\phi$ can be modified, whereas $\omega_0$ and $\Delta \omega_{FWHM}$ stay constant. Here we select a set of data with minimized coupling to direct, non-resonant channels (negligible $\eta$), which results in a Lorentzian resonance lineshape. We plot the resulting spectra in Fig. 5.3.2 (b), where the cavity resonance is clearly seen at 17.405GHz, in good agreement with the design value. By fitting the measured data with Eq. 5.5 we obtain a full-width half-maximum linewidth $\Delta \omega_{FWHM}$ of 0.659MHz, corresponding to a $Q$ factor of 26,400, which is slightly smaller than the expected $Q$ value of 36,000. With the resonator end-coupled to a larger WR90 waveguide, we observed $Q$ values up to 29,500 albeit with a less symmetrical line-shape. The observed discrepancy of $Q$ factor can be attributed to higher dielectric losses in the bulk material at this frequency, to fabrication tolerances on the holes position and size and to resonant
losses at the transition between waveguide and dielectric. In general, a higher Q factor can be obtained with less lossy materials or at cryogenic temperatures.

Next, we insert a small antenna inside the cavity in order to study the interaction between the cavity mode and a radiating dipole. The antenna is constructed by stripping both the outer conductor and the dielectric core of a coaxial cable (Megaphase Corp., model ClearPath-A06), exposing the inner conductor for a total length of 9mm. The relatively small diameter (0.305mm) of the inner conductor was chosen to minimize any perturbation of the cavity mode.

In Fig. 5.3.3(a), we plot the reflectance spectrum measured with a network analyzer connected to the above mentioned center-fed antenna, when this is placed in free space (red) and in the center hole of cavity (blue). A clearly visible reflectance dip with a 2.2dB depth at ∼ 17.43GHz is observed, which we interpret as a convincing signature of the Purcell effect of the cavity. When the antenna is coupled to the cavity mode, the radiation rate is enhanced, and thus the load impedance is modified. This results in a variation of the reflectance at the analyzer port, due to the impedance mismatch between the antenna load and the cable. From Fig. 5.3.3(a), we also note that there is a change in the resonant frequency of the system, from 17.40GHz to 17.43GHz. This is due to the small but non-negligible perturbation of the metallic antenna, which blue-shifts the resonance. The free-space background in Fig. 5.3.3(a) (red-solid curve) arises from the small reflectance between the network analyzer/cable connection, and the cable/antenna connection. This background prevents us from accurately quantifying the load impedance variation and subsequently extracting a numerical value for the Purcell enhancement factor.

Next, we scanned the antenna in z-direction along the length of the dielectric rod to probe the electric field distribution of the cavity mode. This is analogous to near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) [172, 173]. In Fig. 5.3.3(b), we plot the measured reflectance depth as a function of the z-position (blue-solid). In comparison, we also plot the electric field amplitude (black-dash). It can be seen that the two curves follow the same z-dependence, which verifies that the $S_{11}$ dip
we observe is due to coupling to the cavity mode.

5.4 SUMMARY

A high-\(Q\) microwave resonator with a mode volume smaller than one cubic wavelength has been designed and fabricated. A record high Quality factor (\(Q = 26,400\)) for photonic crystal cavities at microwave frequencies has been measured at room temperature. In addition to its ultra-high \(Q/V\) factor, the cavity is uniquely designed to have its electric field concentrated in air. Coupling to this cavity mode is enhanced by the Purcell factor. We believe that this device is well suited for conducting microwave cavity QED experiments and for developing a variety of novel microwave devices.
6

Dual-polarized photonic crystal cavities for nonlinear applications

6.1 Introduction

Ultra-high Quality factor (Q) photonic crystal nanocavities, which are capable of storing photons within a cubic-wavelength-scale volume (V), enable enhanced light-matter interactions, and therefore provide an attractive platform for cavity quantum electrodynamics [157, 174] and nonlinear optics [175–181]. In most cases, high Q/V nanocavities are achieved with planar photonic crystal platform based on thin semiconductor slabs perforated with a lattice of holes. These struc-
tures favor transverse-electric-like (TE-like) polarized modes (the electric field in the central mirror plane of the photonic crystal slab is perpendicular to the air holes). In contrast, the transverse-magnetic-like (TM-like) polarized bandgap is favored in a lattice of high-aspect-ratio rods [169, 182]. TM-like cavities have been designed in an air-hole geometry, as well [183–185], but the Q factors of these cavities were limited to the order of 10³. In addition, the lack of vertical confinement of these cavities results in large mode volumes [183]. Though it is possible to employ surface plasmons to localize the light tightly in the vertical direction, the lossy nature of metal limits the Q to about 10⁵ [185].

In this chapter, we report a one-dimensional (1D) photonic crystal nanobeam cavity design that supports an ultra-high-Q (Q > 10⁶) TM-like cavity mode with \( V \sim (\lambda / n)^3 \). This cavity greatly broadens the applications of optical nanocavities. For example, it is well-suited for photonic crystal quantum cascade lasers, since the inter-subband transition in quantum cascade lasers is TM-polarized [186–188]. We also demonstrate that our cavity simultaneously supports two ultra-high-Q modes with orthogonal polarizations (one TE-like and one TM-like). The frequency difference of the two modes can be widely tuned while maintaining the high Q factor of each mode, which is of interest for applications in nonlinear optics.
Figure 6.1.1: (a) Schematic of the nanobeam design, showing the nanobeam thickness \( d_y \) and width \( d_x \), and the hole spacing \( a \). (b) \( \text{TE}_{oo} \) and \( \text{TM}_{oo} \) transverse mode profiles for a ridge waveguide with \( d_y = 3d_x \). (c) Transmission spectra for the \( \text{TE}_{oo} \) (red) and \( \text{TM}_{oo} \) (blue) Bloch modes. The shaded areas indicate the bandgaps for both modes.

6.2 Design

Our design is based on a dielectric suspended ridge waveguide with an array of uniform holes of periodicity, \( a \), and radius, \( R \), which form a 1D photonic crystal Bragg mirror [132], as shown in Fig. 6.1.1(a). The refractive index of the dielectric is set to \( n = 3.4 \) (similar to Si and GaAs at \( \sim 1.5\mu m \)). We first start with a ridge of height:width:period ratio of \( 3:1:1 \) (\( d_x = a \), \( d_y = 3a \)) and \( R = 0.3a \). Fig. 6.1.1(b) shows the transverse profiles of the fundamental TM-like and TE-like modes (\( \text{TM}_{oo} \) and \( \text{TE}_{oo} \)) supported by the ridge waveguide. The \( \text{TM}_{oo} \) mode has its major component \( (E_y) \) lined along the hole axis, whereas the \( \text{TE}_{oo} \) mode’s major component \( (E_x) \) is perpendicular to the air holes. Using the three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, the transmittance spectra are obtained of the \( \text{TM}_{oo} \) and \( \text{TE}_{oo} \) modes launched towards the Bragg mirror. Fig. 6.1.1(c) shows the \( \text{TM}_{oo} \) and \( \text{TE}_{oo} \) bandgaps, respectively. In contrast to two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal slabs, where the photon is localized in the \( xz \) plane via Bragg scattering, here we only require Bragg confinement in the longitudinal (\( z \)) direction, as light is transversely confined in the other two dimensions by total internal reflection. It has also been shown experimentally that 1D photonic
crystal nanobeam cavities have comparable \( Q/V \) ratios to 2D systems \([96, 97]\).

**Figure 6.2.1**: (a) Schematic of the 1D photonic crystal nanobeam cavity, with the tuning parameters \( R_k \) and \( w_k \) in the 8-segment tapered design. (b,c) Mode profiles of the electric field components \( E_{TE,x} \) and \( E_{TM,y} \) for the cavity design with \( d_x = a, d_y = 3a \). (d,e) Spatial Fourier transform of the electric field component profiles \( (E_{TE,x} \text{ and } E_{TM,y}) \) in the \( xy \) plane \((y = 0)\).

Introducing a lattice grading to the periodic structure creates a localized potential for both TE- and TM-like modes. To optimize the mode \( Q \) factors, we apply the bandgap-tapering technique that is well-developed in previous work \([65, 90, 91, 189, 190]\). We use an 8-segment tapered section with holes \((R_1-R_8)\) and a 12-period mirror section at each side. Two degrees of freedom are available for each tapered segment: the length \((w_k)\) and the radius \((R_k)\). We keep the ratio \( R_k/w_k \) fixed at each segment, and then implement a linear interpolation of the grating constant \((2\pi/w_k)\). When the central segment \( w_8 \) is set to \( 0.84a \), we obtain ultra-high \( Qs \) and low mode volumes for both TE- and TM-polarized modes \((Q_{TE} = 1.2 \times 10^6, Q_{TM} = 2.4 \times 10^6, V_{TE} = V_{TM} = 1.2(\lambda/n)^3)\), with free-space wavelengths \(4.30a\) and \(4.78a\), respectively. Fig. 6.2.1 (b) and (c) show the mode profiles of the major components of the two modes in the \( xy \) mirror plane.
The ultra-high Q factors can also be interpreted in momentum space \([70, 71, 183]\). Fig. 6.2.1 (d) and (e) demonstrate the Fourier transformed (FT) profiles of the electric field components \(E_{TE,x}\) and \(E_{TM,y}\) in the \(xz\) plane \((y = 0)\), with the light cone indicated by the white circle. It can be seen that both modes’ Fourier components are localized tightly at the bandedge of the Brillouin zone on the \(k_z\)-axis \((k_z = \pi/a)\). This reduces the amount of mode energy within the light cone that is responsible for scattering losses. It is also worthwhile to note that higher-longitudinal-order \(TE_{oo}\) and \(TM_{oo}\) cavity modes with different symmetry with respect to the \(xy\) mirror plane exist \([189]\). For example, the second-order \(TE_{oo}\) mode, which has a node at the \(xy\) mirror plane, resonates at a wavelength of 4.43\(a\). It has a higher Q factor of \(4.7 \times 10^6\), but a larger mode volume of \(2.1(\lambda/n)^3\).

For a number of applications of interest, control of the frequency spacing between the two modes is required. Examples include polarization-entangled photon generation for degenerate modes \([191]\), and terahertz generation for \(10 \text{THz}\) mode splitting \([179]\). We tune the frequency separation of the two modes by varying the thickness of the structure while keeping the other parameters constant. In Fig. 6.2.2 (a), the cavity resonances of the \(TE_{oo}\) and \(TM_{oo}\) modes are traced as a function of the nanobeam thickness \((d_y/a)\). The TM-like modes have a much larger dependence on the thickness than the TE-like modes. The modes are degenerate at \(d_y = 1.26a\), and for thicknesses beyond this value, \(\omega_{TE}\) is larger than \(\omega_{TM}\). As \(d_y\) increases, the splitting increases until it saturates when the system approaches the 2D limit (structure is infinite in the \(y\)-direction). In this limit, we find that \(\lambda_{TE} = 4.4a\) and \(\lambda_{TM} = 5.1a\). The frequency separation \((\delta \omega = |\omega_{TE} - \omega_{TM}|)\) of this design ranges from 0THz to 20THz, with the TE-like mode wavelength fixed at 1.5\(\mu m\) by scaling the structure accordingly. Fig. 6.2.2 (b) shows the thickness dependence of the Q factor for the \(xz\) design specifications listed above. It can be seen that the Q factors of both TE- and TM-polarized modes stay above \(10^5\) for the \(\omega_{TE} > \omega_{TM}\) branch.

Decreasing \(d_y\) causes the width of the TM bandgap to sharply decrease, whereas the width of the TE bandgap remains almost constant. The narrowed TM bandgap
Figure 6.2.2: (a) $\text{TE}_{\infty}$ (red) and $\text{TM}_{\infty}$ (blue) cavity mode resonant frequencies (dotted lines) as a function of the nanobeam thickness. The bandgap regions of the two modes are shaded. The frequency separation ($\delta \omega$) of the two modes with the TE-like mode wavelength fixed at 1.5$\mu$m by scaling the structure accordingly is plotted in green. (b,c) Dependence of the $Q$ factor and nonlinear overlap factor $\gamma$ on the nanobeam thickness.
results in a reduced Bragg confinement, which increases the transmission losses through the Bragg mirrors. This is evidenced by the $Q$ factor of the TM mode, which drops to 9,000 when the thickness:width ratio is 1:1. Though this leakage can be compensated for, in principle, by increasing the number of periods of the mirror sections, the length of the structure also increases, which makes fabrication more challenging for a suspended nanobeam geometry. A narrow bandgap also leads to large penetration depth of the mode into the Bragg mirrors, thereby increasing the mode volume.

6.3 Application for Nonlinear Optics

Next, we examine the application of our dual-polarized cavity for the resonance enhancement of nonlinear processes. To achieve a large nonlinear interaction in materials with dominant off-diagonal nonlinear susceptibility terms (e.g. $\chi^{(2)}_{ijk} : i \neq j \neq k$), such as III-V semiconductors [180, 181, 192], it is beneficial to mix two modes with orthogonal polarizations. As shown in our previous work [179], the strength of the nonlinear interaction can be characterized by the modal overlap, which can be quantified using the following figure of merit,

$$\gamma \equiv \varepsilon_{r,d} \frac{\int_d d^3r \sum_{i,j,i \neq j} E_{TE,i} E_{TM,j}}{\sqrt{\int d^3r |E_{TE}|^2} \sqrt{\int d^3r |E_{TM}|^2}}. \quad (6.1)$$

where $\int_d$ denotes integration over only the regions of nonlinear dielectric, and $\varepsilon_{r,d}$ denotes the maximum dielectric constant of the nonlinear material. Note that we have normalized $\gamma$ so that $\gamma = 1$ corresponds to the theoretical maximum overlap. For the TE$\infty$ and TM$\infty$ modes we studied, the two major components ($E_{TE,x}$ and $E_{TM,y}$) share the same parity (have anti-nodes in all the three mirror planes), and only two overlap components, $E_{TE,x} E_{TM,y}$ and $E_{TE,y} E_{TM,x}$, in Eq. 6.1 do not vanish. This allows a large nonlinear spatial overlap. We obtain $\gamma = 0.76$ for the cavity shown in Fig. 6.2.1. The overlap approaches $\gamma = 0.78$ in the limit $d_y \to \infty$. We find that the overlap factor, $\gamma$, stays at a reasonably high value.
(> 0.6) across the full range of the frequency difference tuning (for $\omega_{TE} > \omega_{TM}$ branch) [Fig. 6.2.1(c)].

![Figure 6.3.1: Parameters of the higher-order cavity modes for the design with $d_x = a$, $d_y = 3a$.](image)

Finally, it is important to note that thick nanobeams can support higher-order modes with a different number of nodes in the $xy$ plane, as well. These higher-order modes are also confined in the tapered section within their respective bandgaps, with the $Q$ factors and wavelengths listed in Fig. 6.3.1 for the $d_x = a$ and $d_y = 3a$ case. These modes can offer a broader spectral range than the fundamental modes, which is of great interest to nonlinear applications requiring a large bandwidth.

### 6.4 Summary

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that ultra-high-$Q$ TE- and TM-like fundamental modes with mode-volumes $\sim (\lambda/n)^3$ can be designed in 1D photonic crystal nanobeam cavities. We have shown that the frequency splitting of these two modes can be tuned over a wide range without compromising the $Q$ factors. We have also shown that these modes can have a high nonlinear overlap in materials with large off-diagonal nonlinear susceptibility terms across the entire tuning range of the frequency spacing. We expect these cavities to have broad applications in the enhancement of nonlinear processes.
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